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In-Situ was founded, in 2012, by Directors Paul Hartley, Kerry 
Morrison and William Titley who were inspired by a desire 
to bring art into the colourful existing cultures in Pendle, 
Lancashire.

Non-intrusive  ways  of  engaging with people and place 
has generated a genuine interest in the Arts. In-Situ is now 
embedded within the community of Brierfield, where it is based. 
Art is a part of the everyday culture and artists are part of the 
everyday: like the butcher or the mechanic.

This familiarity with artists - and art - in  the  town  is  enabling 
In-Situ  to  delve deeper  into the  politics of  place and enabling 
us to begin to tackle prickly issues. Social art practice has shed 
light on specifics of place,  bringing  into  focus  cause  for  
celebration  as  well  as  issues  of  concern connected  to  the  
built  environment,  cultural  differences,  health  and  well-being,  
local economy, and environmental issues

We are a not-for-profit organisation - ALL money made goes 
straight back into developing projects. In-Situ’s  process  of  
social  engagement  has  created dynamic  spaces  for  shared 
thinking  and  new  possibilities  across  Brierfield: unique  
opportunities  for people  to come together in dialogue and in 
action.

In-Situ established 
Founding Directors: 
Kerry Morrison, 
Paul Hartley & 
William Titley

Arts Council 
funding secured to 
develop 
In-Situ as a 
socially engaging 
arts collective. In-
Situ responding to 
the people, 
place and cultures 
of Pendle. 

2012: Project Row 
Houses: Visit with 
members of Brierfield 
Community. 
Hosted by Project Row 
House and Rick Lowe

2012 - 2016: In-Residence Programme 
Responding to the people, place and 
cultures of Pendle

Jane 
Lawson

Amy 
Pennington

2012 - 2016: 
Talkaoke
Pop up talk 
show where the 
participants create 
the conversation
In Collaboration 
with People Speak, 
London

Helmut 
Lemke

Jeni 
McConnell

Our history



Amy 
Pennington

Helmut 
Lemke

Zoya 
Siddiqui 
Pakistan

Mike 
Cavez Dawson

Autumn 
Knight 
USA

Ingrid 
Pollard

Lydia 
Heath

Lydia 
Cottrel

David  
Armes

Reet So 
Collective

Jin 
Bells

2012/13: In-Conversation series. 
Public talks by social practitioners 
invited to discuss creative practice 
with the local communities
21 conversations over 2 years

Ruth 
Levene

2012/13: Shift 
Introducing young Street 
Dancers to the local 
Northern Soul scene

2013: Unlocked 
Opening up Brierfield 
Mill and launch of 
masterplan

2013 - 2016: Save 
our Signal Box 
Public campaign to 
save the local rail 
crossing signal box

2014: Courage of 
Conviction 
British Library 
commission to 
commemorate WW1

2014: Forever 
Flowing. Film 
highlighting waste 
and industrial debris

2014: Five Ways to 
Well Being -  resources 
to explore youth mental 
health issues

2013 - 2016: TAZ  
activating disused and 
abandoned spaces 

2015 - 2016: Dear 
Reader - Community 
art library in Brierfield 
Library

2014: Rain Sheds 
Light. Rain Water 
Wheel Generating 
Light Installation

2014: Light Touch 
at the Mill. Textile 
performance at 
Northlight Mill

2015: Burton 
Gardens  
Community outdoor 
kitchen 

2015: Make a Noise 
Youth Culture music 
programme 

2016: The Northern Faculty 
of Social Practice - A pilot 
project to examine the potential 
for an alternative, independent, 
socially engaged practice learning 
environment and curriculum.

2016: Shapes of Water 
Sounds of Hope - Mass 
participation community 
engagement project with 
Suzanne Lacy

2016: Summer School 
Developing garage designs 
with Manchester School of 
Architecture and MMU School 
of Engineering 



Pendle is a district in East Lancashire, covering 169 square 
kilometres and is devised of 20 wards. Pendle’s total population 
in 2011 was 89,452. Economically, Pendle is in the top 20% 
most deprived authority areas in the country. An outcome of its 
deprivation is that Pendle residents are more likely to be in lower 
graded occupations than elsewhere in the country. Similarly, house 
prices in Pendle are less than half the national average (Ibid). For 
employment, there is a lack of jobs, with 3 jobs for every 5 working 
age residents (Ibid). For education: in Lancashire, Pendle has the 
lowest population of students achieving five or more A* to C grades 
(only 44.3%). This is lowest in Brierfield with only 29.3% achieving 
these grades (Ibid). Socially, Pendle is multi-cultural with a 17.4% 
Muslim population (Ibid).   7% of Pendle’s population were born 
in Pakistan and 17% of its residents are of Pakistani ethnicity - 
compared to 3.1% for Lancashire (Ibid). Further, there are a variety 
of languages spoken, including Panjabi, Urdu, Arabic, and Polish 
(Ibid).  
The socio-economic characteristics of the wards in Pendle 
vary significantly. Generally the south of Pendle is far more 
disadvantaged and culturally diverse. The north of Pendle 
comprises of rural villages within wards such as Higham and 

Pendleside, Blacko and Higherford, and Old Laund Booth which 
each have less than 1800 inhabitants. Within the south of Pendle 
are the wards of Brierfield and Nelson; these locations will be the 
main focus of our proposed activity. Combined Brierfield and Nelson 
have a population of 39,288. They are both distinctive industrial 
towns, originating from the cotton industry at the end of the 19th 
century. They have a high proportion of BME, coming from the 
Indian sub-continent attracted by job opportunities and eventually 
settling. Brierfield and Nelson have a much higher BME population 
than the average for Pendle; with 42% BME- 37% of which are of 
Pakistani ethnicity. Both towns have a high population of young 
people; 25% of the population are under 16 in Nelson and 24% 
in Brierfield . Both towns are economically disadvantaged with 
only 62.2% economically active in Nelson and 64.2% in Brierfield- 
compared to the Pendle average of 70.7% and national average 
of 74% (Ibid). Moreover over 50% of the population do not have 
qualifications in both Nelson and Brierfield; compared to 44.1% for 
Pendle and 35.8% nationally (Ibid).
The villages in the rural landscape around Pendle Hill are within a 
designated Area of Outstanding National Beauty (AONB) (a part of 
The Forest of Bowland).  The Pendle Hill Landscape 

Our environment
Pendle – it’s environs and population



Partnership scheme, funded through the Heritage Lottery Fund is 
currently drawing up plans for the development of the Pendle Hill 
AONB in order to protect and conserve its heritage and wildlife, 
mitigate flooding, and reconnect people to the landscape (Ibid). 
Access to this rural landscape by the local community is largely 
under-represented within the BME communities of Pendle. From 
the PHP visitor survey recently commissioned by The Forest of 
Bowland, only 1% of BME groups access this landscape. The 
AONB landscape is the result of centuries of human influence. It 
has a long history as an agricultural production area with sheep and 
beef farming dominating the upland areas. The visible landscape 
has distinct features of this human activity such as dry stonewalls, 
hedgerows, open moors, and grazed fields. Consequently, the 
Pendle Hill Partnership (PHP) is working closely with farmers and 
landowners. They are also working with ecologist and landscape 
management and mitigation experts. A serious environmental issue 
of Pendle is the history of significant fluvial food events from the 
rivers of Pendle Water and Walverdon Water. Alarmingly, Barrowford 
and Nelson are identified as having the most properties at risk of 
flooding with 875 properties at risk (Ibid). 

The diagrams, overleaf, illustrate the ethnicity and age 
demographics of Brierfield and Pendle, with particular focus on 
those accessing the surrounding natural environment; notably 
neighbouring Pendle Hill.



Ethnicity demographics | determining current and future audiences

Figure 1: Pie chart to show the ethnicity demographics of the 
population visiting the pendle hill landscape; taken from the visitor 
survey results

Figure 2: Pie chart to show the average ethnicity demographics of 
the population living within a 3.5km radius of the landscape 
partnership area;  sourced  from the 2011 census

Figure 1 indicates that the current audience accessing the Pendle Hill 
landscape are predominantly of white ethnic groups, with only 1% of 
visitors Asian/Asian British. Contrastingly, Figure 2 illustrates that 12% 
of the population living within walking distance of the Pendle Hill 
landscape are of BME groups.  This means non-white ethnic groups are 
an under-represented audience and their engagement could potentially 
be largely increased. 
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Figure 3: Pie chart to show the ethnicity demographics from the 
2011 census in the Pendle district within 3.5km of the LP

Figure 4: Pie chart to show the ethnicity demographics from the 
2011 census in the Ribble Valley district within 3.5km of the LP

Figures 3 and 4 have been used to illustrate the difference in ethnicity 
demographics between the two sides of the hill. Ribble Valley and 
Pendle have been used out of the four boroughs (Ribble Valley, Pendle, 
Burnley and Hynburn) within the 3.5km radius of the landscape since 
Ribble Valley is directly West of the hill and Pendle is directly East of the 
hill.

*Figures 3 and 4 only include the wards in each district which are in the 
3.5km of the LP; if less than 50% of the ward was in the 3.5km 
boundary it is not included. The Pendle district includes the following 
wards: Blacko and Higherford, Barrowford, Old Laund Booth, Brierfield, 
Reedley, Whitefield, Bradley, Walverdon, Southfield, Marsden, 
Waterside, Clover Hill, Foulridge, Vivary Bridge, Higham and 
Pendleside, Horsfield and Craven. The Ribble Valley district includes 
the following wards: Wiswell and Pendleton, Sabden, Whalley, Read 
and Simonstone, Chatburn, Waddington and West Bradford, Salthill, 
Edisford and Low Moor, Littlemoor, Primrose, St Mary’s, Billington and 
Old Langho. Wards were not included if under half of the ward was in 
the 3.5km boundary. Within the key, ‘All other ethnic groups’ include: 
Mixed, Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese, Other Asian, Black and 
Black British and Arab and other Arab.

The most significant difference between Figures 3 and 4 is in the 
proportion of population who are of Pakistani ethnicity. The Pakistani 
heritage population for the Pendle average (represented in Figure 3) is 
over 30 times higher than the Ribble Valley average (represented in 
Figure 4).  For all other ethnic groups, the population for Pendles 
average is also over 3 times higher than the Ribble Valley average. 
Subsequently, the white population is over 19% higher in the Ribble 
Valley district. 
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18.2%

Pakistani
 White
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1.3%

98.1%
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Pakistani
White
All other ethnic group

Total population of 
the Ribble Valley district 
32779 

Total population of the 
Pendle district 
72389 



Figure 5: Pie chart to show  the ethnicity demographics from the 
2011 census in the Brierfield ward 

Within the wards in the Pendle district, the ethnicity demographics 
varied considerably; the lowest proportion of the white population is in 
the ward, Whitefield with under 26% and the highest proportion of the 
white population is over 98% in the ward Foulridge. Contrastingly, the 
ethnicity demographics in the wards of the Ribble Valley were very 
consistent- all of the wards had a white population of over 95%. As a 
result of the heterogeneous ethnicity demographics apparent in the 
Pendle district, Figure 5 represents the ethnic mix of the ward, Brierfield 
for comparison with the overall Pendle district.  

 *In the key, ‘all other ethnicities’ includes Indian, Chinese, Other Asian, 
Black and Black British, Arab and other Arab.

Figure 5 illustrates an over doubled proportion of the Pakistani ethnic 
population in comparison to Figure 3. There is also a higher proportion 
of the ethnic groups Mixed and Bangladeshi in Figure 5- whereas in 
Figure 3 these groups were less than 1%. Subsequently, the white 
population in Brierfield is 21% lower than Pendle’s average in Figure 3.  
In contrast to Figure 4, the Pakistani heritage population is over 36% 
higher and the white population is over 41% lower than the Ribble 
Valley average. 

From these results it is identified that the access of BME  groups in the 
Pendle Hill landscape could be considerably improved - especially 
those of a Pakistani ethnicity. The concentration of BME groups is much 
higher within the Pendle district situated within clusters and therefore a 
concentrated effort should be made to     engage with these groups 
within this district.
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Figure 6: Pie Chart to show the age demographics of the 
population visiting the pendle hill landscape; taken from the visitor 
survey results 

Figure 7: Pie Chart to show the average age demographics of the 
population living within a 3.5km radius of the landscape 
parternship area; sourced from the 2011 census 

Figure 6 indicates that the current audience accessing the Pendle Hill 
landscape are predominantly aged 55 and over. The largest audience 
currently not accessing the landscape are those aged 0-24.  
Contrastingly, Figure 7 illustrates that 32% of the population living 
within walking distance of the Pendle Hill landscape are aged 0-24.  
This illustrates that young people are an under-represented audience 
and their engagement could potentially be largely increased. 

Figures 8 and 9 have been used to determine whether there is a 
largely under-represented young audience across Ribble Valley and 
Pendle. 
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Figure 8: Pie chart to show the age demographics from the 2011 
census in the Pendle district within 3.5km of the LP

Figure 9: Pie chart to show the age demographics from the 2011 
census in the Ribble Valley district within 3.5km of the LP

Figures 8 and 9 show there is a consistent high proportion of young 
people within the population for both the Pendle and Ribble Valley 
districts. Figure 8 illustrates a higher proportion of young people - a 7% 
difference in those aged 0-29.  Similarly, the population of younger 
people is higher for the Pendle district (29001) compared to Ribble 
Valley (10612). Both districts have a high proportion of younger people 
which are largely not accessing the Pendle Hill landscape and therefore 
this underrepresented audience access could be largely improved.
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In-Situ, as an arts organisation, works alongside communities and people to create and deliver visible art and cultural events through a 
regular programme of residences, socially engaged commissions, public realm commissions, events, conferences and symposia, and 
exhibitions.

Separately, these could be considered as one off projects, and evaluated as such.

To date we have successfully delivered:

•  Fifteen artist in residence programmes  
•  Four socially engaged art commissions (40@40, Courage of 
   Conviction, Recorded Soul, Ringing in Good News) 
•  Three public realm commissions (Rain Sheds Light, mill clock, 
   Burton Gardens) 
•  24 exhibitions in Brierfield Library
•  Four weekend long events at Northlight mill 
•  One international conference 
•  One pedagogic residential symposium for seventeen 
   emerging artists 
•  One Socially engaged project with internationally 
   renowned artist, Suzanne Lacy.  

Our activity
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Our impact
Testimonials

In-Situ provides a central focus where we can all get together, 
young and old, male and female, white and Asian, to record 
and celebrate our town, Brierfield. It creates a language and a 
landscape, a way of seeing and hearing where we live. It is on 
our doorstep, so art is seen by many people who never visit art 
galleries, and this art is about us. 
Joyce O’Reilly, Brierfield resident 



“

”

In-Situ have a unique and inspiring presence in Brierfield; they have genuinely embedded 
themselves in the close knit community and worked with them  to create conversation 
and positive change. They have challenged my views on the role of art in society and I feel 
strongly that Northlight, Brierfield and wider Pendle will be enhanced by this innovative arts 
offering.
Gareth Smith, Project Director,  
Barnfield Construction Ltd



In-Situ is one of Super Slow Way’s most valued arts partners; 
embedded as they are in the Pendle community, they have built 
tremendously strong relationships of trust with both residents, 
the business community and the local authority which we have 
benefited from and built upon. Their arts programming is of the 
highest quality both in terms of process and product, with the 
range of artists they introduce to the area and the scope of work 
they carry out in collaboration with the local community. In-Situ 
delivered one of Super Slow Way’s largest, most ambitious and 
successful projects in 2016 with U.S artist, Suzanne Lacy, with 
hundreds of Pendle residents and we are now working with 
them to ensure the legacy of this work. Through their partnership 
with Super Slow Way in delivering the Faculty, the professional 
development course for socially engaged practice and their own 
course, CRASH, they continue to attract, support and nurture 
artists in the area and have proved themselves a vitally significant 
component in the local arts ecology as well as pushing the 
boundaries of art pedagogy nationally.
Laurie Peake, Super Slow Way CPP Programme Director

Building Bridges Pendle has been working along-side In-Situ for a number of years.  Our relationship started from meeting at a networking 
event and further developed as we moved forward on collaborative projects engaging the local grassroots community on cohesion 
matters via art-based initiatives.
We consider our commitment towards joint working on important community agendas to be an essential approach needed within the 
voluntary sector where; ideas, resources and skills are shared in community engagement in order to promote a positive Pendle where 
people have a better understanding of the society in which they live but also have actual experiences of interacting with each other.  Our 
ultimate aim is to have a local community where people live with a greater level of respect and understanding of each other.
We are confident in our partnership work with In-Situ and their ability to bring creative and innovative approaches to community 
development agendas and to achieve our common goals for a more harmonious and resilient Pendle.
Rauf Bashir, Building Bridges

‘ I am writing in support of  In-Situ – In – Place’s  application to 
the  Arts Council National Portfolio Organisation.
In-Situ as a local creative arts organisation based in Pendle, 
has worked both across the Borough of Pendle, and the  
Pennine Lancashire region to deliver community engaged 
creative arts and cultural events and projects.  Over the last 
5 years, they have delivered a  track record of inspirational 
work of excellence and quality and engendered  new ways of 
thinking about the arts, which have inspired and empowered  
our communities in the process.
In-Situ have in particular added significant value to the 
Council’s regeneration and  locality work. They have engaged 
with Pendle’s diverse communities, helping to address some 
of the community cohesion issues using creative arts as a 
tool and have assisted in helping to bring art into the lives of 
our residents, as well as helping to raise the cultural profile of 
Pendle
Dean Langton, Pendle Borough Council CEO



Lancashire County Council supports In-Situ’s NPO application. In Situ has made amazing 
progress in a relatively short time in using creativity not only to engage the local community 
in the arts, but to use the arts to link residents with local organisations, agencies, 
developments and buildings that they had become more distant from. In Situ is based in 
Brierfield, one of the most disadvantaged neighbourhoods in the whole of Lancashire and 
they have brought a programme of work that is ambitious, international and collaborative. 
In- Situ has developed a way of working not currently explored by other organisations 
in the area and has provoked conversations and interventions that have ranged from 
community cohesion and food poverty. As LCC support for the arts goes forward in a new 
format In –Situ will continue to be vital partner in making Lancashire a County of Culture
Russell Tennant, Lancashire County Council Arts Development Manger 

“

”



“The Forest of Bowland Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
has worked with In-Situ for more than two years now, and 
they were a ‘natural’ arts partner for us to connect with 
on the emerging Pendle Hill Landscape Partnership. We 
are confident that their ambition to take the lead role in 
commissioning exciting artists to work alongside natural and 
cultural heritage projects and to engage with new audiences 
will be a noteworthy and energising core of the entire 
programme. Their work to date has provided us with thought 
provoking and creative solutions, and has also enabled hard 
to reach groups to connect with and enjoy the landscape 
through art.”
Cathy Hopey, AONB 

I have worked alongside In-Situ over the last 4 years in different capacities, as an art lecturer and Coordinator of the Foundation Course at 
Nelson and Colne College and as a practicing artist.
In-Situ provide a vital connection to socially engaged art within our community, connecting us to wider national and international networks 
of artists and organisations, invited to visit and work in our area. They have created a hub with many spokes which reach far and wide into 
our towns and villages playing a vital role in bridging cultural gaps, working with disenfranchised people and creating high quality engaging 
activities which bring our communities together. 
The impact In-Situ has had on arts in the Pendle area is immeasurable. It is to their credit, hard work and dedication that they have created 
a space for collaboration, a learning environment, support for young people, employment and experience for graduates who come to 
Pendle from all over the UK and often stay in the area after their work with In-Situ is over.   
I have collaborated with In-Situ on many occasions. They have become an integral part of the students learning experience of socially 
engaged art in everyday day life. My students have been invited to take part in events, the Shop, projects, meeting international artists all 
of which has enriched their learning. This would not have been possible without In-Situ. 
As a practising artist In-Situ have supported my learning on The Northern Faculty, they have been an advisory body on community projects 
and keep me involved and informed of new up and coming events.
I believe having In-Situ as a National Portfolio organisation would cement its relationship within our towns and villages allowing them to 
continue the vital work that they do.
Jennifer Reid - Artist

“I cannot express how high I rate the work that In-Situ does in 
Brierfield and it’s surroundings. I have experienced first hand how 
attitude of locals changed towards artists and art. I have engaged 
in numerous discussions with locals on art and local matters. As a 
Radio presenter I have spoken to many people from Brierfield and 
Nelson in formal Radio interviews as well as in informal encounters 
in the streets and venues of Nelson and Brierfield. Everybody 
knows about In-Situ and I have not heard one voice that does not 
speak highly of the Art projects that In-Situ has brought to the 
region. I have learned that people who had no or a very limited 
understanding of Art in general and Contemporary Art in particular 
have changed attitude and engagement.”
Helmut Lemke – Artist



I work with many organisations across the world on large scale socially relevant 
art performances where the process involves deep community conversation 
and engagement. I have high expectations and push hard on collaborators to 
achieve their best. In-Situ rose to the challenge and reached targets set. This 
was down to a commitment to embedded practice which was evident through 
the level of engagement with a diverse community and 40% population of 
Muslim residents. I was impressed with the quality and ambition of In-Situ and 
feel that the work created achieved a high standard as an artwork and depth as 
a socially engaged artwork.
Suzanne Lacy – Artist (US) 

“

 
”



I have had the privilege of collaborating with In-Situ during the past several years in connection with a social art project “Shapes of Water/
Sounds of Hope.” During this time I developed a strong appreciation of the visionary yet pragmatic work accomplished by In-Situ. In fact, 
this small grass-roots arts organization exerts influence and impact, far beyond the modest resources of a cramped office in the back 
of the Brierfield Library with a tiny staff. They have managed to extend their outreach throughout the Pendle region through judiciously 
chosen initiatives, astute partnerships with complementary arts and public policy organizations including Super Slow Way, and innovative 
community developments including ISBCA Radio and the Shop Art Café in Nelson.
Another facet of In-Situ’s success is due to its engagement with both the local and global. This arts organization has focused on the 
people and place immediately at hand, whether it is renovation of the vast Smith and Nephew textile mill at Brierfield or preservation 
and re-purposing of the town’s railroad signal box. At the same time, In-Situ has connected its grassroots efforts to a global community 
through cooperation with a host Jeffrey Jones 2 of international artists and scholars in residencies, including celebrated Los Angeles, CA 
performance artist Suzanne Lacy. An invitation to participate in “Shapes of Water/Sounds of Hope” enabled me to contribute “engaged 
musicology “ and ethnomusicological expertise acquired during my career as professor at the University of Kentucky, director of the John 
Jacob Niles Center for American Music, and cultural diplomat associated with U.S. State Department initiatives with In-Situ’s use of the 
arts to bridge critical social and financial issues that divided local Pendle-area communities. The successful social art performance at 
Brierfield culminating in a film due to be released in 2017 is testament to the vast visionary grasp of In-Situ coupled with its pragmatic 
reach. I can hardly imagine an arts organization more deserving of core funding support to sustain its work into the future. Please allow me 
to endorse In-Situ’s application to the Arts Council with my strongest recommendation.
Ron Pen – Musicologist University of Kentucky (US)

“I think what I’ve always taken from In-Situ’s presence in the community is their desire for everyone, not only be included, to take an active 
role. To express an opinion, to meet people from other backgrounds, to empathise and share common hopes. But also to have fun and to 
experience different forms of art for the first time. 
I am always taken aback by the wide variety of activities have put on and their ability to develop new ideas. This has resulted in not only 
major artists coming to the area and putting it on the map but also something as simple as a regular film night. The online radio they have 
set up has given the local community a chance to learn new skills, to take responsibility for the content and provided the listeners with a 
wide variety of programmes. Personally they have helped me both with keen encouragement and advice to create a zine. Without their 
involvement I doubt this would have got off the ground. 
I hope going forward they can continue their work in providing guidance and a spark to the next generation of artists at the local schools 
and college. I hope they can continue to reach out to people from different ethnic and social backgrounds and show their culture in a 
positive light. I hope they can continue to empower disabled people to play an active role in the arts locally.”
Andrew Nicholas, Resident





Our mission
With authenticity at all times, In-Situ’s mission is:

To produce socially relevant art that makes a positive difference to our everyday lives:
for our art to challenge current thinking about environment people place and culture; 

or our art to be an art of action;
for our art to contribute to society as a whole.

In-Situ’s purpose is to bring art into the mix of the existing culture 
and environment of Pendle: for art to be a part of everyday life. 
Through creative processes and partnerships we are challenging 
and expanding attitudes about art, environment, people, place, and 
culture.
In-Situ works with and within the community in the everyday 
landscape of Pendle. Through meaningful, embedded, and 
responsive processes that build relationships, partnerships, and 
collaborative working, In-Situ strives to expand understandings 
around what art is, what art can be, and how art can make a positive 
difference to our everyday lives.
Collaboration and collaborative inquiry are fundamental to our core 
structure and methodology: collaborating with local communities, 
partner organizations, artists, experts from other disciplines, 
and stakeholders. With a social and environmental approach, 
listening to people’s concerns and aspirations through meaningful 
conversations, and working in collaboration, In-Situ nurtures into 
existence art that addresses local issues with the aim to make a 
positive difference to people’s lives and the environment.

Authenticity
Excellence

Creative ambition
Ethical practice (human and environmental)

Open-mindedness and tolerance
Sharing knowledge and learning

Taking risks and questioning the status quo
Solution focused  

Our ethos





Our objectives
To bring social art practice and processes into the 

heart our diverse and changing communities.

To bridge western contemporary art aesthetics and  
non western aesthetics to create a social art aesthetic 

 that is inclusive across the diverse communities of  
Pendle; challenging current thinking around  
contemporary art practice and aesthetics.

To expand understanding around what art is and  
what art can contribute to society as a whole  

– a socially relevant art.

To challenge negative attitudes about  
environment, people, place and culture.

To nurture and deepen understanding and practice  
of social engaged art through pedagogy.

To enable a more confident appreciation and  
understanding of art across Pendle.

To encourage conversation and collaborations between people 
and communities from different disciplines and ethnicities.

To help communities find solutions to issues and challenges 
and support them in being actively engaged in their futures.





Our approach
Socially responsive art

We deliver socially engaged art within the context of local social, 
economic and environmental challenges.
The following issues have been highlighted through our socially 
engaged art and conversations with local residents, community 
leaders and teachers.
1. Lack of access to the arts | Pendle is an area of low 
engagement in the arts. Pendle still features within the top 20 % of 
the low arts engagement areas as revealed in the Active People 
Survey (ACE). 
2. The majority of households in Pendle fall within the 5% worst 
deprived areas as identified in the Index of Multiple Deprivation.
3. The sole cultural & art asset within Brierfield is under 
threat of closure (Brierfield Library) - http://inSitu-uk.blogspot.
co.uk/2016/07/save-our-library_7.html.

4. An emerging precariat - the emerging social class within a 
capitalist, neo-liberal society that is replacing the working class. 
It describes the precarious quality of existence within the work 
place: the reality of zero hours contracts, more unskilled jobs that 
are part time with unpredictable hours, low wages, few benefits, 
and lack of job security including intermittent employment or 
underemployment. The precariat lack a feeling of belonging to a 
community of pride, status, and solidarity.
5. Limited access to, and interaction with, the surrounding natural 
environment - see ethnicity demographics overleaf.
6. Limited community cohesion within a diverse community setting 
(high levels of young people, elderly and BME).
7. Difficulties in retaining local talent. 
8. (BME) Lack of sense of belonging to British culture.





Our audience
Using the Arts Audience Agency, an analysis of our 4 year arts 
engagement data, a collection of 1182 participant/audience 
postcodes, demonstrates that In-Situ are above average in 
engaging the following audiences: 

• Up our Street 13%
• Kaleidoscope families 26%; and
• Facebook families 15%.

We are engaging the key communities in our local area. 

Kaleidoscope families will have an increased number of people 
from a BME background and/or Pendle’s more deprived wards, 
showing evidence of In-Situ over performance in engaging these 
communities.  

We will continue to grow and nurture relationships with these 
groups whilst also targeting growth areas including older 
communities and building on the growing visitors from across 
the region and city areas to Pendle and new Garage base at 
Northlight Mill. 

We have seen an increase in people attending events, from 
Newcastle, Lancaster, Bristol and London. This higher than 
average of Experience Seekers stands on the research.





Our priorities
Art Utile, Environment, Intercultural and Pedagogy

Environmental 
(Urban & Rural)
Arts Ecology & 
Pedagogy

Arte Útil

Intercultural

Partners   
Collaborators  

 
 

Audiences   
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Our 5 year program has 4 themes: Art Utile, Environment, 
Intercultural and Pedagogy, bound by a golden thread 
of methodologies which binds these themes: social 
art practice, socially engaged art, collaboration & 
interdisciplinarity. Interdisciplinarity forms critical insight 
embodied through collaborations, research, & practice 
across traditional disciplines & in the gaps between 
disciplines, specifically: art, sociology, anthropology, 
philosophy, science & ecology. Social Art Practice, Socially 
Engaged Art, & collaboration enable conversations, 
encounters, unrehearsed exchanges, & new creative 
actions in that space that blurs art & life. Together, 
new ways of seeing & knowing are explored. The Third 
Aesthetic is produced & transformative outcomes are 
enabled.
The themes, as a Venn diagram of ellipses, present 
possibilities for each theme to remain discrete or overlap: 
melding 2, 3, or all 4. Supporting this adaptable model 
where themes can merge is stable background of 
continued provision: the radio, the Dear Reader library, 
Unit 5 Social Cinema and a new bespoke creative hub – 
The Garage.

Our 
Mission
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Our golden 
thread of 

methodologies



In-Situ’s work over the last 5 years has resulted in a diverse but challenging programme of organisational development and project 
delivery. The Organisational Development & Core Activities project involves improved Governance and increased capacity. The delivery 
of each Project Theme will be managed and monitored through the Organisational Development & Core Activities project. 
The last year has been used to pilot the potential to diversify income streams with some success. These pilots have informed the 
proposed activity within each theme, the approaches to income generation and growth that will be developed over the coming 5 years 
summarised as outlined over the following pages.

Existing Project 
Management and 

Core Activity

Environmental
(Urban & Rural)

Arts Ecology & 
Pedagogy

Arte Útil

Lack of access to the arts
The sole cultural & art asset 
within Brierfield is under threat 
of closure (Brierfield Library)

An emerging precariat

Limited access to, and 
interaction with, the 
surrounding natural 
environment

Limited community cohesion 
within a diverse community 
setting (high levels of young 
people, elderly and bme).

Lack of facilities for young 
people

Difficulties in retaining local 
talent 
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To maintain and build organisational resilience, achieve income targets, 
design, deliver and evaluate the artistic programme .

To merge art with ecology and / or architecture to produce 
intriguing interventions in the everyday landscape.

To examine the effect of art within the growing genre of 
social art practice and interdisciplinary. 

To use art as an agency for change and a tool or 
device that has practical outcomes for users.

Our mission | To produce socially relevant art that makes a positive difference to our everyday lives:
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Intercultural To unite cultures; and develop social and cultural capital in the socially/
culturally segregated and economically challenged towns across Pendle.





Our plan
How we will achieve our mission

To achieve our mission, deliver our priority themes and ensure maximum benefit to the communities of Pendle, 
we must have the appropriate resources, capacity, capability and relationships in place. 

We have identified the following critical success factors which must be place to deliver our plan. 

For each, we have outlined a clear route-map and smart objectives, outlined overleaf.

1 Programme 
A unique five year art programme that is aligned to our core priorities and responsive to local need.
2 - People 
The organisational capacity, capability and infrastructure in place to deliver our art programme
3 - Place 
A hub and spoke approach which allows core activity to be delivered from a permanent arts and culture space; and community led 
activity to be delivered ‘in the field’.
4 - Performance 
Evaluation of our activity to assess its impact and to apply learning to future activity.
5 - Sustainability 
Reduced reliance on grant funding and a robust financial model including new income streams.



CRITICAL SUCCESS 
FACTORS

ACTION TIMESCALES PROGRESS

1. PROGRAMME

A unique five year art 
programme that is aligned to 
our core priorities and 
responsive to local need.

Create an audience development plan

Develop a five year art programme based on our core 
themes

Formalise partnership agreements with our delivery 
partners

January 2017

March 2017 - 
to be reviewed 
annually

October 2017

In development

Complete - scope of themes outlined at 
page 31-31 and delivery plan (included 
within NPO application)

Partnerships agreed in principle -see page 
54 - 55, Formal agreements to be finalised

2. PEOPLE

The organisational capacity, 
capability and infrastructure 
in place to deliver our art 
programme

Establish a governance board

Establish an advisory board

Identify staffing requirements & organisational 
structure

Recruit: 
- Organisation & Engagement Assistant 
- Assistant Artistic Director 
- Business Development Manager

Implement appropriate operational policies:
- Child Safeguarding 
- Environment & Ethics
- Equal Opportunities

January 2017

January 2017

January 2017

June 2018
June 2018
June 2018

January 2017
January 2017
January 2017

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete
Complete
Complete
(These are not included but can be 
provided)

Delivering our plan



CRITICAL SUCCESS 
FACTORS

ACTION TIMESCALES PROGRESS

3. PLACE

A hub and spoke approach 
which allows core activity to 
be delivered from a permanent 
arts and culture space; and 
community led activity to be 
delivered ‘in the field’.

Complete a feasibility study for the redevelopment of 
the garage at Northlight, Brierfield

Secure ACE capital grant for the garage 
redevelopment

Project management of garage redevelopment

October 2016

July 2017

July - Dec 2017

Complete

Application to be submitted March 2017

Subject to capital grant application

4. PERFORMANCE

Evaluation of our activity to 
assess its impact and apply 
learning to future activity.

Develop evaluation framework

Create project / programme specific evaluation targets 

January 2017

ongloing (per 
project - to 
be redviewed 
quarterly)

Complete

5. SUSTAINABILITY

Reduced reliance on grant 
funding and a robust financial 
model including income 
streams,

Secure capital grant for garage development

Secure NPO status

Secure additional funding as per arts programme

Develop income generation streams through garage 
redevelopment and Arte Util theme

Reduce grant reliance to 40%

July 2017

July 2017

Ongoing

December 
2017

2022

Progress updated  31st January 2017



1. Programme
Creating a unique five year art programme that is aligned to 

 our core priorities and responsive to local need



Delivering on our themes

The following summarises the scope and purpose of each theme. A complete delivery programme for each theme is included within our 
NPO application.

Theme Description Purpose / Objective Key Assumptions

Project 
Management and 
Core Activity 1

Improvement of leadership, management, 
governance and partnerships. Expansion 
of capacity and social impact.

To maintain and build organisational 
resilience, achieve income targets, 
design, deliver and evaluate the 
artistic programme. 

Garage Asset secured as base for 
delivery and refurbished utilising ACE 
small capital. 

NPO secured and core grants ongoing. 
Project 
Management and 
Core Activity 2

Projects that challenge and celebrate 
perceptions of place – bringing people to 
Pendle, building the hospitality offer out 
from the Garage to include:

•  B&B facility at Garage year 1 
•  Cinema at Garage year 1
•  Liverpool Biennial touring 19/20 
   and 21/22
•  Art Library 
•  Garage Program 
•  In-Situ Artists in Residence 
   Program  

To provide arts led hospitality 
maximise opportunities arising from 
area of outstanding natural beauty 
& Northlight mill development 

Hospitality for B&B based on 40% 
occupancy @50 per night. 

Environment 
(Urban & Rural)

Projects that challenge and celebrate 
perceptions of place – bringing people to 
Pendle and supporting In-Situ’s hospitality 
offer. Delivered in partnership with:
- Forest of Bowland (AONB) Pendle Hill 
  Partnership, Heritage Lottery Fund
- Pendle Borouch Council Townscape 
  Heritage Lottery Fund
- Super Slow Way, Textile Industry Public 
  Arts Project

To enhance connection to, and 
appreciation of, the environment; 
and tackle environmental issues.

Some funds secured and some 
submitted. Assume if not successful 
replacement funds / projects are secured



Theme Description Purpose / Objective Key Assumptions

Pedagogy The Faculty of Social Art Practice will 
be a nationally relevant training and 
development framework that supports 
emerging practitioners in the field of Social 
Art Practice and Socially Engaged Art

Teaching, learning & knowledge 
exchange in Social Art Practice and 
socially Engaged Art

Produce a national network & 
cohort of erudite practitioners

Builds on pilots – assumes institutions 
and individual students will seek 
opportunity 

Arte Util An Office of Useful Art / Useful Art lab 
where local people and artists are invited 
to have and develop their own applied art 
ideas that sole a local need or realise a 
local opportunity. 

In-Situ will provide support and source 
development and investment for those 
with the potential for sustainability in return 
for a percentage of turnover for up to 10 
years.  In-Situ projects will be assessed for 
their capacity to earn income as either a 
product or service

To test feasibility of arts led 
innovations that solve social 
problems or realise local 
opportunities 

Are they aligned to our visions, 
values and commercial model - see 
occupational realism filter within the Arte 
Util description at page 51

Intercultural Projects that deliver events, places and 
spaces for people to connect, converse 
and collaborate drawing on local and 
international diversities
•  Ticketed events
•  Events parties and do’s
•  Dry bar / dry dance
•  Cinema nights 

To illuminate, celebrate and mix 
people of different heritages, ages, 
cultures.

Based on pilot events demonstrating 
potential to build diverse audiences, meet 
local social needs and generate income 

Delivering on our themes



Theme Description Purpose / Objective Key Assumptions

Philanthropy A set of more traditional fundraising and 
philanthropic options. 
•  Buy a brick
•  Donate button
•  Register of Friends of In-Situ 
•  Members and Associates

Opportunity to target local enterprise and 
engage in Occupational Realism product 
sponsors/ investors
Opportunity to match sponsors, donors, 
patrons and friends of with particular 
projects or events.

Delivering on our themes



Environment theme

The environment theme will merge art with ecology and/
or architecture to produce intriguing interventions in the 
everyday landscape of our lives; both urban  and rural. Through 
conspicuous processes of walking, talking, listening, drawing, 
collecting, and performance, commissioned artists will explore 
people connections with the environment: how we move through 
it, take from it, and add to it. Durational and transitory art: a 
process of action, dialogue, and performative patterns, will 
illuminate shared experiences and unfolding narratives that 
can be developed into exquisite site and place specific work 
with value and meaning for both local communities and the 
landscape of Pendle.



Rural – in partnership with the Pendle Hill Partnership Project (PHPP)
 
Our environment theme – rural - will link the Pendle Hill Partnership HLF project to the everyday lives of the near by communities – not 
least, those residents who do not readily access the local rural environment, whether that be due to lack of transport, health barriers 
(mental health or disabilities) or cultural differences. This art programme will bring the Pendle landscape into the towns through a range 
of products and art works created taking inspiration from the rural landscape, whether that be colours, sounds, landscape features, 
ecology, geology, or histories. 
A cohort of artists will be commissioned to work collectively, creating a coherent body which links into the PHPp themes. A range of 
authentic art works will be created. The works will be designed to inspire and connect people to the nature and heritage of the rural  
landscape. Linking the PHPp to the local towns and communities through creative practice and products, residents will discover 
connections relevant to their lifestyles, connections that will draw them into the landscape, enabling them to experience it on a level that 
is personal and in a manner that is accessible for them (this could be Art Utile outputs, but not exclusively). The commissions will be 
socially engaging:  artists working in collaboration with ‘hard to reach communities’ to identify needs, barriers and methods of creative 
engagement that generate agency for change; increasing access and  connection to the Pendle rural landscape.
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As a result of our embedded practice (since we 
established in 2012), Art has become a part of the 
everyday culture of Brierfield and artists are a part of 
everyday life: like the butcher or the mechanic. This 
familiarity with artists - and art - in the town enables 
In-Situ to delve deeper into the politics of place and 
produce and commission new works accordingly; work 
that has a sounding resonance with people and the built 
environment. Further, In-Situ utilizes the creative energy 
of artists and citizens to re-activate defunct spaces and 
collectively imagine solutions that will make a positive 
difference to people and the built environment. Moving 
forward, we will continue to create and commission 
work in response to place: the urban fabric of Brierfield, 
and extend into neighbouring towns in Pendle. The 
urban theme will nurture ambitious place-based art that 
re-imagines urban spaces in mind-expanding ways 
engaging audiences through a re-enchantment of space, 
innovative intervention and socio-political practice that 
connects the local to the national and the international 
through the participatory processes of creating art. The 
urban theme will continue the momentum of Art in the 
everyday, keeping it alive and thriving.
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Urban in partnership with Pendle Borough Council
Building on our partnership with Pendle Borough Council (work 
in connection to the flagship regeneration project at Northlight 
Mill) In-Situ has been written into the local authority Town 
Heritage scheme (HLF pending). In-Situ’s creative delivery and 
management projects include:
The pedestrian railway bridge. The bridge will be renovated 
and enhanced with public realm art that incorporates the 
town’s more recent histories and peoples, specifically, 
Pakistani heritage.
Archiving projects as conversation pieces, text, installation, 
social practice, illustration, and photography
 •  Shops and goods 
 •  Lived lives

Urban in partnership with Manchester School of 
Architecture (MSA)
In-Situ will continue to build and strengthen partnership 
working with MSA which, to date, has been one Atelier 
programme (Spring 2016), one residential summer school 
(summer 2016) - both contributing significantly to the design 
of The Garage -  and a second atelier programme scheduled 
(Spring 2017) which will propose re-purposing for empty 
industrial premises in the town centre of Colne. 
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Arts ecology and pedagogy are, in many ways interrelated.
The arts ecology of place consists of creative practitioners resident 
within a locality and contributing to that locality through their 
combined presence and creative, art practices.
Pedagogy is the sharing and distribution of knowledge. Specifically, 
pedagogy within social art practice and interdisciplinary examines: 
the processes, collaborations, exchange, and learning in relation to 
people, place, culture, and environment; the effect of art as an agency 
for change within the social and local context; and the aesthetics and 
ethics of practice.

INDIVIDUAL
ARTISTS

ARTS ORGANISATION
ARTS ‘INSTITUTION’

ART FORM
SECTOR

CREATIVITY
ECONOMY
SOCIETY

LOCALITY LOCALITY

Historically, Pendle is an area of low arts engagement. This Situation 
is slowly shifting. In-Situ has worked tirelessly to bring art and 
artists into the everyday landscape of Pendle.  Artist in residence 
programmes, in-conversation series, art commissions, interventions, 
performances and events, combined with an embedded presence, 
has opened an access to art that was previously by-and-large absent 
from Pendle. The Arts Council CPP investment with the advent 
of SWW has further heightened the arts offer in Pendle.  The arts 
ecology is growing. (Prior to In-Situ and SSW, artists and art activity 
were localized, existing in small pockets of activity segregated from 
the mainstream cultures, communities and economies of Pendle.) 
However, Pendle has no arts development team and over the last 
year In-Situ has begun to fill that gap, supporting the local arts 
sector by providing advice, training, mentoring, and alternative arts 
education. This has included: basic support, for example, supporting 
individuals in applying for grants, commissions and funding; creating 
opportunities for local embedded artists to work is a socially engaging 
manner; long term mentoring opportunities, and the founding of The 
Northern Faculty of Social Arts Practice.

Pedagogy Theme
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Having developed partnership working with the public and the 
private sector, specifically: Barnfield Construction Ltd, Rail track, and 
Pendle BC (Regeneration Services, Leisure Trust, Town Planning, 
Localities and Policy Team) In-Situ is working with partners who 
have the economic and the governance capacity required to support 
non-conventional approaches that enable social and environmental 
change to happen. This, combined with partnership working within the 
voluntary sector as well as social practice and participation, ensures 
a programme for change that is deliverable and sustainable: artwork 
developed in dialogue that will make a difference for the long term. 
Connectivity is critical to achieve our wider aims. 
In-Situ is connected with key independent sector arts organisations on 
a number of levels
Locally 
Pendle currently has no arts development team and over the last 
year In-Situ has begun to fill a gap to support the local arts sector 
by providing training and advice. The opportunity to develop 
cultural leadership within the area is great, with the aim of getting 
representation on the Pendle Vision Board.   In Lancashire In-Situ are 
a member of Arts Partners in Pennine Lancashire (APPL) alongside 
members like Burnley Youth Theatre, Mid Pennine Arts and Action 
Factory. This partnership grew from the consortium bidding process 
for Creative People and Places, resulting in Super Slow Way. APPL 
was also been successful in getting Catalyst Arts council funding 
to enable arts organisations to explore alternative business models 
and income generation.  There is significant support to develop the 
Pennine Lancashire area using the canal as the thematic connection. 
There currently a Great Places stage two application developing 
called ‘Pennine Powerhouse’, ‘the Leeds & Liverpool Canal, Pennine 
Lancashire’s single largest heritage asset and the powerhouse behind 
much of the industrial landscape that we see today. The advent of the 
canal fuelled an explosion of creativity and ingenuity that manifested 
itself through enterprise, entrepreneurship and innovation in Pennine 
Lancashire. The Pennine Powerhouse will harness this iconic emblem 
of our industrial past in a fusion of culture, arts and heritage to drive a 
new visitor economy, growth and prosperity’.



APPL is also a member of Arts Lancashire a strategic body 
representing the sector with support from Lancashire Arts team 
and currently developing a new independent governance.  These 
partnerships are working to co-ordinate an arts offering across 
Lancashire that delivers activities consistently so that residents and 
visitors can travel from one art destination to the next, experiencing 
in the breadth and diversity of culture, environment and history 
that Lancashire offers, in future projects the train line will play a 
crucial link connecting towns and hubs of artistic activity across 
Lancashire.
Arts Lancashire exists to support the work of its members, offering 
a strategic voice for professional arts and culture in the county.
- Arts Lancashire believes an independent professional arts sector 
  across Lancashire is vital to a vibrant, confident and successful 
  Lancashire.
- Arts Lancashire supports quality arts provision across the county 
  and supports new artistic ambition.
- Arts Lancashire supports partnership working for the benefit its 
  members, local communities and visitors to the county
Reducing levels of local government funding has dominated the 
agenda in recent years and will continue to impact on the arts in the 
future.  Arts Lancashire is working closely with Lancashire County 
Council Cabinet members to maximise the value of their arts 
investment and to minimise the impact of the cuts to the arts which 
are yet to be made.
In the most challenging economic times, Arts Lancashire believes 
the core focus for reducing LCC Arts investment 2016-2021 should 
be as follows:

a) 85% - Investing in the arts infrastructure, encouraging and 
sustaining excellent arts practice and delivery in Lancashire, 
ensuring key arts organisations not only survive but thrive
b) 15% - Growing the impact of the arts through partnerships, 
encouraging groups and clusters of arts organisations to work 
effectively together, trialling new approaches and levering in 
substantial new investment
Regional/National
In-Situ has also worked across the North with the other CCP 
areas in Blackpool (Left Coast), St Helens (Heart of Glass) and 
Dewsbury (Creative Scene). We have connections with a number 
of arts organisations that are doing similar work including In-
Certain Places & They Eat Culture, Preston, Art Gene (Barrow in 
Furness). All organisation with a track record and interest in social 
art practice. 
Internationally
In-Situ have built up a good exchange partnership with Beacon 
House, art university in Lahore and undertook a three year student 
exchange with UCLan where graduates undertook placements here 
in Pendle. Beacon house are a arts organisation exploring social/y 
engaging art practice. This resulted in our first emerging artist Zoya 
Siddique, from Pakistan applying to the residencies last year. We 
have a relationship with Project Row Houses, a well renowned 
project in the US in Houston and again resulted in an exchange 
with a Houston based artist Autumn Knight, coming to Pendle and 
also In-Situ taking part in their row houses residency scheme.  



THE$FACULTY$OF$SOCIAL$ART$PRACTICE$CURRICULUM$MODEL$
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

2
nd

!Residential!!

CAPACITY!&!RISK!

1!Day!Seminar!

COMMUNICATION!&!PRESENTATION!

SKILLS!

1
st

!Residential!!!

CONTEXT!

3
rd

!Residential!

DIALOGUE!AND!ETHICS!

!

4
th

!!Residential!

AESTHETICS!AND!TECHNE!

1!Day!Seminar!

MAKING!&!CREATING!A!LIVING!

$

INCREASED$CAPABILITIES$AND$LEARNING$OUTCOMES$

• Capacities!needed!to!work!in!social!arts!contexts:!engaging!in!the!context,!ethics,!politics!and!principles!of!

social!arts!practice;!taking!risks;!building!trust;!resilience;!and!resourcefulness.!!

• A!comprehensive!understanding!and!appreciation!of:!aesthetics,!listening!skills,!empathy,!and!dialogic!

practice.!

• Ability!to:!generate!ideas!into!collaborative!processes!and!making,!critically!reflect,!and!evaluate.!

• Effective!communication!and!presentation!skills.!

• Appreciation!of!the!basic!survival!skills!for!the!social!arts!practitioner!–!including!how!to!approach!tendering!

and!apply!for!work.!

!

• Social/cultural/artistic/creative!

• Current!Practice!

• Mapping!

• Connecting!

• The!Rural!and!the!Urban!

• Here!and!now,!memory!and!local!

truths!

• The!ecological/non!human!life!!

• Inert!materials!

!

• Listening!

• Meaningful!conversations!

• Confidentiality!and!disclosure!

• Human!ethics,!ethics!of!practice!

• Environmental!ethics!

• Principles!and!morals!

• Manifestos!

!

• Collaboration!

• Trust!

• Visioning!

• Empathy!!

• Risk!taking!

• Community!

• Leadership/facilitation/mediation!

!

• The!aesthetic!spectrum!

• Dialogical!and!action!based!

aesthetics!

• Art!as!verb!and!art!as!noun!

• Making!

• Process!

• !

Practice,!theoretical!reading,!

reflection!&!1X1!tutorial!sessions!!

Practice,!theoretical!

reading,!reflection!&!

1X1!tutorial!sessions!

Practice,!theoretical!

reading,!reflection!&!

1X1!tutorial!sessions!
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Pedagogy

The Faculty of Social Arts Practice aims to be what 
Grant Kester in ‘Conversation Pieces: Community and 
Communication in Modern Art’ describes as ‘ a…process 
of collectively generated and cumulatively experienced 
transformation.’  A multi-disciplinary learning process in 
which the collaborative and experiential methodology and 
pedagogy reflect the practice itself.  
Facilitated through a series of co-led residentials, 
supplemented by theoretical reading and critical reflection, 
it offers artists, curators and creative producers and 
connected disciplines* the opportunity to engage with the 
debate, examine the practice and take part in meaningful 
conversation. The dialogic nature of the methodology 
enables tutors and participants to break down traditional 
barriers between learner and teacher taking each of them on 
a shared journey.
Time-based, in the sense of allowing ludic and ‘idle’ time 
as part of the process; Place-based, in the sense of being 
focused on a particular place and space, The Faculty is 
intended to create a deepened art ecology of place and 
a cohort of locally based practitioners who will provide a 
legacy for the Creative People and Places programmes 
involved.  

The Learning
On completion of The Faculty we hope participants will have 
been given the opportunity to:
• understand the context of social arts practice – social 
 historical/artistic/ - and engage with the current debate 
• be aware of and develop the capacities needed to work 
 in social arts contexts, such as building trust, taking 
 risks, resilience and resourcefulness 
• engage with the ethics, politics and principles of social 
 arts practice through exploration of dialogical 
 aesthetics, listening skills, empathy and effective 
 conversations 
• be able to create and facilitate their own social arts 
 project from generating ideas to making, evaluating and 
 critical reflection through a collaborative process: 
 including working with the aesthetics of engagement 
• develop skills in the effective communication and 
 presentation of work and ideas
• appreciate the basic survival skills for the social arts 
 practitioner – including how to approach tendering and 
 apply for work
The Curriculum
The proposed curriculum will consist of 4 residentials and 2 
one-day sessions with appropriate personal tutorial support.  
The residentials will include a talk by a visiting artist/curator/
creative producer and a session looking at critical discourse 
around the chosen theme and presentations by participants.  
All residentials and one day trainings will be experiential, art 
based, participant focused, opportunities for learning.



 Income from our 
Faculty of Social Practice 

The essence of The Faculty of Social Art Practice relates to the 
critical lacuna within the field of social art practice and socially 
engaged art. It is for this reason that In-Situ in partnership 
with Heart of Glass and working with UCLAN seek to create a 
nationally relevant training and development framework that 
supports learning within this increasingly relevant field of practice.  
Through research & practice, the Faculty will examine: aesthetics; 
interdisciplinarity, collaboration, participation, evaluation & 
ethical practice; as well as engaging with the strategies of social, 
environmental, & political activism.
It will be open to practitioners with an interest in social 
art practice and socially engaged art, collaboration and 
interdisciplinary practice. Practitioners could come from different 
professional or academic backgrounds, for example, arts, social 
sciences, geography, ecology, politics, etc.
The Faculty will offer 10 places each year based in Pendle. 
Participants will be invited to apply (letter of application and links 
to practice) and be selected through a shortlist and interview 
process.

The Faculty fees will be £2000 per student. Successful applicants 
could be: sponsored by an academic institution or arts body, be 
part of an emerging artists funded program, or seek their own 
sponsorship or financial support.
When running and on-cost have been deducted, the income 
generation to In-Situ will be circa £1,000 per student equating to 
an income generation of circa £10,000 per year.
Following the successful completion of The Faculty, students 
would be eligible to apply to become an In-Situ Associated Artist.
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Art utile / useful art 

Art utile roughly translates into English as ‘useful art’ but it goes 
further, suggesting art as an agency for change and art as a tool 
or device that has practical outcomes for user. 

To be useful art, projects must:

1- Propose new uses for art within society

2- Challenge the field within which it operates (for example, 
civic, legislative, pedagogical, scientific, economic, etc)

3-  Respond to current urgencies or needs

4- Be implemented and function in real life Situations

5- Replace authors with initiators and spectators with users

6- Have practical, beneficial outcomes for its users

7- Pursue sustainability whilst adapting to changing conditions

8- Re-establish aesthetics as a system of transformation

http://museumarteutil.net/about/

Artists will be commissioned to develop ideas that have useful 
- practical -outcomes. Working in collaboration with ‘hard to 
reach communities’ and working within the local communities 
(including businesses) artists, collaborative partners, and 
participants, will identify outcomes deemed useful in the context 
of the everyday lifestyles of the local communities.

Some of these outcomes could then be taken into production in 
partnership with local businesses and manufacturers – linking 
into the economies of place; for example, textile manufacturers, 
clothing manufacturers, and food producers. To determine 
whether or not outcomes go into production, a feasibility test 
model will be used (see following page) whereby commercial 
viability will be assessed. This will lead to occupational realism.

Other art utile outcomes may have a more social – rather than 
product – outcome; a means of production that brings about 
social change.



A means of income generation through creative industries.
1. Taking ideas and products generated through the art utile process of engagement to a commercial market after testing for 
    feasibility.
2. A business strand that supports the art programme delivery and/or the aims and objectives of In-Situ.

Occupational Realism

Product / business idea generated 
through Arte Util or to support the 

art programme delivery
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Does it reflect our vision, 
objectives & themes

What is the purpose?

Does we have the operational 
capacity & capability to deliver it

Financial projections

Timescales - does it fit 
within our programme

PURPOSE

VISION

OPERATIONS

BUDGET

PROGRAMME

Product development / 
Take to market

In-Situ will secure income generation 
through a programme of innovative arts 
related products and businesses that are 
aligned to, and complement, core arts 
activity.

Each business idea, whether generated 
through the Arte Utile process or the 
arts programme, will be subject to a 
feasibility testing process to ensure the 
idea provides a commercially sound and 
sustainable opportunity. 

The process, illustrated to the left, will 
identify those products that should be 
developed further and taken to market.

An example of an initial feasibility test is 
outlined overleaf.



PROJECT NAME:
Asian outdoor wear 
feasibility 

LEAD PERSON:
Business Develop Manager 

What is the purpose? Provide waterproofs that people from the salwar-kamez-wearing community would want to buy and wear.
Outdoor wear with a south Asian aesthetic that appeals to local people of Asian decent/Muslim.

Does it reflect our vision, 
objectives & themes

Yes - Intercultural

Does we have the 
operational 
capacity & capability to 
deliver it

Artistic Director engagement with local Asian community will enable suitable product development
Appointment of Business Development Manager will provide skill and capacity to take to market

Financial projections / 
income target

£100 per outfit, a range of products
£10,000 (100 outfits)
Production and operational costs to be confirmed

Timescales - does it fit 
within our programme

3 months
• Source designer & manufacturer
• Completed research on style, fabrics, 
  demand, amount people will pay
• Distribution channels 
• Outline designs
• Full business plan

6 - 12 months
• Produce samples
• Showcase fashion show and launch event
• Digital & sales strategy
• Portfolio of designs

Target market / 
beneficiaries

 Anyone, but predominantly local community of Asian decent (women) + researching men + kids

Partners required Zaneb Khatun / Saba (boothman park) / Boutique behind The SHOP / Retailer - Maybe outdoor wear sponsor – 
Karrimoor? / AONB (possible retailer) (Rose Whittaker)

Resources required Designer & manufacturer
Risks No market / small market

Too expensive to produce - low margins
Recommendation

Business idea | initial feasibility test



One of the toughest challenges facing artists is working in 
areas of ethnic diversity.
We recognise that the work we produce has to cross 
cultures; more, it needs to unite cultures. This necessitates a 
conscious shift in how we perceive, communicate and create. 
Intercultural will generate exquisite art  that speaks to all the 
cultural backgrounds in our area; not one above another, but 
cross cutting through all. This requires focused, hybrid arts 
development and In-Situ is on that route. We will travel further 
into this new hybrid territory of art that brings peoples together, 
not just to celebrate, but also to forge new futures and a united 
future for Pendle and Pennine Lancashire.  
Intercultural art will delve deep into hitherto untapped methods 
of intercultural engagement with the aim to bring intercultural 
creative processes and partnerships into the heart of diverse 
and changing economically deprived communities inclusive of 
BME communities.
Our vision is to generate a new territory of art with a hybrid 
aesthetic that crosses cultures, depicts united futures within 
Pendle and brings people from different communities together 
to collectively develop social and cultural capital in the currently 
socially/culturally segregated and economically challenged 
towns across Pendle. 
In-Situ recognises that it is only through unlocking equal access 
to art that we can begin to create an environment whereby art is 
fully integrated into the fabric of diverse communities’ lives. 

Intercultural

We will invite contemporary artists from Pakistani heritage 
to work alongside In-Situ artist and with communities to 
bridge Western and South Asian aesthetics through social 
arts practice and socially engaged art (SEA), leading to 
events, performances and installations responding to place, 
opportunities and issues arising from SEA methodologies. 

 Intercultural Art



Collaboration
Our partners

The Forest of Bowland Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB) is the lead partner of the Pendle Hill Landscape 
Partnership (LP). This exciting programme of activity looks 
to re-connect people with their landscape and their past, 
to safeguard the area’s wildlife and heritage and to improve 
people’s access to this popular countryside area. We will do 
this by providing opportunities for training and volunteering; 
by supporting research and devising digital interpretation 
to inspire a new generation about our heritage; by restoring 
important landscape features, and by working with 
communities to re-tell the stories of radical Pendle people. 
 
This programme will increase pride in this special place and 
raise aspirations amongst communities, and it will bring in 
new investment to support the environment and the economy. 
The Pendle Hill LP scheme has three themes: 
•    To improve the environment 
•    To build the local economy 
•    To provide opportunity for everyone to get involved 

These themes incorporate a number of projects, which will be 
gathered together with a series of creative and digital threads, 
bringing the two sides of the hill together and inspiring and 
involving people in this special place. 
Super Slow Way is the Creative People and Places 
programme for Pennine Lancashire Working with communities 
along the canal from Blackburn to Pendle, Super Slow Way 
is delivering an ambitious programme comprised of local, 
national and international artists in a series of commissioned 
and community-based residencies. It will bring art to a space 
where time slows down, to look afresh at how people live their 
fast-paced lives and how they relate to their environment, 
neighbourhoods and to each other. Super Slow Way have been 
a commissioning partner of Shape of Water Sounds of Hope 
and the development of the The Faculty
In-Situ have developed a growing working partnership with 
Pendle Borough Council though regeneration activities 
across the towns and Northlight Mill, supporting the tourism 
offer in Pendle and developing the art ecology where the arts 
development offer has be cut. 



Barnfield Construction: One of the North West’s most prominent developers; 
founded in Pendle they have a strong partnership with Pendle Borough Council 
currently working on the Northlight (Brierfield) Mill site. Pendle Enterprise and 
Regeneration Ltd have gifted the Garage space to In-Situ and supported the 
development of art and cultural as part of the mills future. We have a growing list of 
new partnerships as we develop the Garage space at Northlight, including Burnley 
FC in the community, a charitable arm of the Burnley FC working on sports and 
health outcomes in the area, Lancashire Adult Learning along side Nelson & Colne 
College, working with adults on a range of curriculums.
We continue to work with local partners Brierfield Action in the Community, 
Participation Works, Marsden Heights Community College hosting the radio 
and hosting community conversations, linking with Mums 2 mum. Building Bridges 
Pendle are a local partner focussing on community cohesion and facilitate the 
Community Cohesion Action Network (CCAN) with Pendle Borough Council. 
They work with all ages in the community exploring faith and diversity through 
informal eduction.
Our pedagogy will see us working with UCLan in Preston and Burnley, Manchester 
School of Architecture and University of Salford working with students interested 
in developing social practice at a grass roots level.



2. People
Putting the organisational capacity, capability and 

infrastructure in place to deliver our art programme



• Over 40 collective years of 
 experience
• Committed practitioners
• Dedicated to progressive art
• Ethical practitioners
• Sensitive to environmental 
     issues
• Good Listeners
• Non didactic
• Open minded
• Committed to building 
 partnerships and collaborative 
 working across disciplines and 
 professions
• Politically aware
• Open to critical feedback
• Grass roots approach
• Different skill strengths
• Lead artists with strong ideals 
 and vision
• Directors William and Paul live 
 locally in Pendle

• Lack of financial resource 
 could result in one or all  
 directors needing to seek 
 additional work
• Lure of major art commissions 
 elsewhere
• Local people’s expectations 
 need to be managed 
 sensitively 
• Managing our own 
 expectations
• Over committing and not 
 having enough resource or 
 capacity
• Lack of experience in 
 fundraising outside of the 
 public sector

• Building upon the community 
 profile we have managed to 
 develop in a short space of   
 time
• Empty spaces ‘available’ for 
 creation of interventions and 
 creative activities
• A community who seem to 
 want to see new and positive 
 things happen
• Local community groups who 
 want to work with us
• Local schools and agencies 
 who want to work with us
• Support from sectors in the 
 local authority
• A library space for In-Situ 
 community engagement,  
 exhibiting, office, and meeting 
 space, and in-conversation 
 programme
• Pendle has limited access to 
 high quality art. In-Situ has the 
 opportunity to change this

• Challenging political back drop 
 locally and Nationally
• Cuts to services locally
• Finding flexible funding to 
 allow artist led and processed 
 based long-term work
• Lead artists with strong ideal 
 and vision
• Expectations of funders
• Over committing ourselves
• Risk adverse culture
• Over ‘consulted’ residents
• Residents who are frustrated 
 and who have been harmed by 
 HMR
• A divided community and a 
 racially split community
• Loss of the library as a 
 dedicated In-Situ space
• Limited awareness of high 
 quality contemporary art

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

S W O T



• Councillor links
• Risks of changing local governance

• Austerity measures affecting local area 
• Very focussed town and rural councils with 

local decision making powers
• Need for positive cohesion
• Lack of political direction

• Perception of public spend, particularly on 
the arts as opposed to housing

• Current climate
• Creating a valued sustainable 

model of arts engagement
• Overcoming the value for money 

argument… ‘why spend money on the arts’?

£

• Deprived wards
• Ethnicity

• Worklessness
• Housing issues

• Perceived safety issues
• General negative perception of 

living and working in Pendle
• Perceived anti-social behaviour 

in and around town centres

• Use of online social networks and 
communication methods

• Health and safety changes
• Employment and contracting issues

• CRB Checks
• Controversial use or challenged use of open 

public/council owned land

• Ethical practice in creating work by artists
• Commitment to local area

• Tackling environmental issues
• Increasing access to nature

PESTLE



Organisational structure
The governance, capacity & capability to achieve our objectives

In-Situ Governance Board Advisory Group

Organisation & Engagement Director Artistic 
Director

Business 
Development 

Manager

Organisation 
& Engagement 

Assistant 

Assistant  
Artistic 
Director

InternArtists



Governance

Paul Hartley, Organisation and Engagement Director 
– experienced arts project manager and youth and 
community development.

Kerry Morrison, Artistic Director, Environment Artist with 
a PHD in Environmental science.

Bushra Yakoob, AGE UK, Pendle resident & experienced 
community engagement worker

William Titley, Artist & Lecturer in Fine Art (MA course 
leader), UCLAN

Paul Kelly, Housing Development manager, Gateway 
Housing, formerly Lancashire County Council Senior 
Arts Development Officer.

Lorraine Jones, Performing Arts teacher and Curriculum 
Manager Creative Arts and Media at Burnley College

Andrew Sharp, Data collection for Shop Direct, formerly 
Finance & Business Manager, Yorkshire/Clydesdale 
Bank

Alicia Prowse, Principal Lecturer - Learning and 
Teaching, Manchester Metropolitan University

Lynn Froggett, Director of PRU, UCLAN – experienced in 
research and evaluation particularly in the field of social 
art practice

Catherine Braithwaite, Arts publicist and Marketing 
Consultant, Lethal Communications

Gill Watson, Food Activist and Brierfield resident – 
Pendle Helping Hands

Megan Chapman, Local resident & young person 
interested in journalism former work experience 2016

Governance Board

Advisory Panel



Governance Board purpose
The purpose of the board is to provide;
• Increased and appropriate governance and accountability to 

 users, partners and funders
• Assist in developing an effective vision, business plan, related   

 strategies and delivery to be reviewed annually 
• Act as ambassadors and in maintaining key relationships and   

 assist in articulating the benefits and impacts to a wider audience
• Help in generating new business, resources and partnerships
• Delegate authority to management, and monitor and evaluate the 

 implementation of policies, strategies and business plans.
• Determine monitoring criteria to be used by the board.
• Ensure that internal controls are effective.
• Communicate with senior management.

Advisory Board Purpose
The In-Situ advisory board is a non-legal entity that exists to support 
and add value to the In-Situ not-for-profit company and its directors to 
succeed in achieving their mission and objectives. 
The directors of In-Situ will agree the initial make-up of the board 
membership and draw up the required skills and experience and 
breadth of membership needed, taking into account the mission and 
objectives of the company.
The purpose of the board is to;
• Bring required additional skills and experience- add value to the  

 work of In-Situ
• Enhance the capacity of the organization to deliver

Membership, organisation and expectations of the boards
• The combined boards will ideally consist of a membership of at  

 least 6 and up to a maximum of 10 individuals
• At least 2 of the membership will be from the community/and/or  

 users the organization serves
• Individuals will be selected for their individual skills and experience 

 and/or the perspective they bring, to helping In-Situ deliver their  
 aims
• The directors will agree the relevant skills needed for the board  

 and review these annually
• The directors will approach potential members by invitation and  

 informal interview
• All  members will be provided with an induction to the board, outlining  

 the expectations of each party and any particular responsibilities  
 required of them
• The directors will agree a chair for the boards who will  

 assist in the recruitment of the wider membership. A vice chair will  
 be appointed to deputise in the absence of the chair. It is suggested  
 the chair serve for a minimum period of 2 years at which point 
 they may seek re-election or stand down
• Members will serve on the board as individuals and not as 

 representatives of any organization or sector and will commit to 
 act in the interests of the company at all times, including the 
 declaration of any outside relevant conflict of interest, adhere to 
 matters of confidentiality where required, and uphold the values 
 and principles of the organization
• Funders and key partners may participate in the board as 

 observers where appropriate



• Each  board will meet at least 4 times each year with additional 
 task/ project meetings as required, made up of appropriate 
 members of the board
• Meetings and agendas will be called by the Chair, in consultation 

 with the directors
• One of the directors will provide the necessary administrative 

 support to the board to function effectively, including the provision 
 of minutes and agendas and circulation of actions arising.
• Members will attend at least one third of meetings within each 

 annual cycle. Membership may be removed at any time by the 
 Chair in consultation with the directors if a member is deemed 
 not to be acting in the interests of the company or failure to attend 
 the required minimum number of meetings
• Members may not send substitutes to meetings

Values of the board and directors
• Always actively promote and act is the best interests of In-Situ 
• Promote professional practice and values of the company
• Encourage new artistic ideas that push boundaries and promote 
 partnership and collaboration 
• Be open and honest as well as ambitious and forward thinking
• Be inclusive and supportive to all opinions
• Actively share and seek opportunities
• Ensure that members are well briefed and informed about current  
 developments

Operational Policies & Procedures
The following have been developed but not provided due to upload 
restrictions. We are happy to provide these on request.
• Board Terms of Reference
• Policies and Procedures
• Artistic/Curatorial Policy
• Ethics
• Equal Opportunities
• H & S
• Child Protection
• Financial



Organisation and Engagement Director
5 days per week
Role 
Managing and programming the business: staff, finance, 
fundraising, recruitment, partnership meetings, local and regional 
networking, developmental work, project management and 
outreach community engagement.
Artistic Director
2 days per week
Role 
Artistic direction, curating and project management; fundraising 
and evaluation.

2 x part time roles 
Organisation & Engagement Assistant 
Assistant Artistic Director
3 days per week
Role 
The Garage front of house, office admin, hospitality, 
general finance & artist payments, website, social media, 
communications, non strategic meetings, volunteer recruitment 
and management, fundraising and project support.
Business Development Manager (under the Arte Utile theme)
Flexible 2 days per week
Role 
Responsible for new income generation; an entrepreneur 
developing Art Utile products (designed during artist 
commissions) into commercial products. Developing business 
partnerships with local industries to market test products and to 
take forward into production.

Core Staff



Associated Artists will be eligible to initiate their own (freelance) 
projects, supported by In-Situ so long as they adhere to our 
mission and ethos.
Associate Artists include: core team P/T staff that are also self 
employed, freelance artists; practitioners ‘graduating’ from the 
In-Situ pedagogic platforms: The Faculty, mentored internship, 
and Yes And; artists who have previously been commissioned by 
In-Situ.
The associate artist scheme will comprise of:
• Dr Kerry Morrison - 1 day a week minimum and up to 3 days a 
 week which would be offered to others if not taken up (as long 
 as project work available).
• Others 4.5 days week – or as required and funded by 
 contracted projects.
In-Situ Associated Artists will have the opportunity to develop or 
grow projects under the In-Situ brand for consideration by the 
In-Situ management board on a Full Cost Recovery basis. This 
FCR would include all project costs and a contribution to In-Situ 
management and support costs to cover development support, 
administration and management. This could notionally be set at 
10% plus all costs so a £20,000 project might return £2,000 to 
In-Situ leaving £18,000 for project delivery; or 20% would deliver 
£4,000 leaving £16,000 for delivery project costs. 

• Artists will be paid at the Artist Newsletter 
 recommended rates.
• All Associates will be encouraged to contribute to 
 fundraising for self initiated projects.
• Associates will be expected to fund raise for those projects 
 they initiated themselves and contribute an agreed % fee to 
 In-Situ.
4.5 days per week of Associated Artists employed per annum 
= 216 days per annum of 48 weeks @ £250 per day = £54,000 
(based on artists costs 2015/16) (I have used the maximum for 
experienced artists but could be as low as £160 for relatively 
inexperienced).
Estimated Total budget for artists - £90,000 per annum. 

Associate artists



An opportunity each year for an intern type role that is paid on PAYE. The income for this will come through individual, organisational or 
institutional sponsorship. Candidates will be selected with the aim of diversifying access to the arts and a career in the arts.
Examples of how In-Situ has supported emerging artists to date are shown below.

Internships

From February until August 2016, I worked with In-Situ as an 
artist-intern. Having participated in In-Situ’s CRASH residency in 
January 2016, I was keen to carry on receiving help and guidance 
from the team so began my internship in February.

I really can’t express enough how important my 6 months working 
with the In-Situ team were for the development of both my creative 
practice and career as an artist. In terms of my creative practice, 
I consistently received mentoring throughout the six months 
from members of the In-Situ team as well as other visiting artists 
including Suzanne Lacy and Helmut Lemke. This mentoring 
process introduced me to ‘socially-engaged’ practice and my 
experimentation in this area was generously facilitated by the team 
throughout the 6 months. I was provided with facilities, contacts 
in the local area alongside regular, informal tutorials with Kerry 
Morrison or another member of the team. Kerry introduced me 
to the ethics of working with a non-arts educated audience, the 
legal and social complexities of working in public spaces and 
many other issues that I now consider it essential to have an 
understanding of as an artist working with public performance.

It was through the guidance and support of the In-Situ team that 
I was encouraged to develop my practice further and apply for 
a place on the Goldsmiths MFA. The team assisted me with my 
application and helped me build my portfolio, providing further 
assistance regarding interview technique. Although, I received 
a place on the MFA, I decided to turn it down and re-apply for a 
place on the Goldsmiths MA Performance Making and once again, 
the In-Situ team aided me with my application every step of the 
way. I am now midway through the year-long course and I honestly 
think I would not have got this far with In-Situ’s mentoring, support 
and guidance.

I have experienced, first-hand, the impact that In-Situ makes 
within the local Brierfield community and am eternally grateful to 
them for the effect that they have had on my own work. They are 
a group of artists with a vision and integrity who are dedicated 
to the local community. I would not have got this far without their 
support.”

Jasper Llewelyn - Artist Intern



Working with In-Situ has had enormous impact on my work. I 
received an internship with In-Situ shortly after graduating from 
my BA and as far as I have seen this opportunity was almost 
unique. Through this I have been able to gain in-depth insight 
into the workings of an arts organisation, the practical support 
to begin a career as an artist, the opportunity to meet and 
build relationships with many people working in the arts that I 
would never have had the opportunity to otherwise meet- all 
absolutely vital skills to the development of an emerging artist 
that could never have be gained by any other means. As well 
as the practical support for developing as a career artist, In-Situ 
have provided the most comprehensive education and critique 
of creating ethical, socially engaging artwork of any I have 
seen elsewhere. In-Situ are hugely creative, forward thinking, 
sustainably thinking people so generous with their time and in 
sharing their experience that I am fully aware that I could never 
have developed my artwork or my career to this level without 
their on-going tuition and support. In-Situ’s support of myself 
has in turn given me the skills and confidence to begin sharing 
this knowledge with other people, a spreading effect of quality 
arts critique that is reaching far more than those they have 
initial contact with.

Elly Langlois – Artist Internship

This Internship has given me a great insight as to what opportunities 
there are in the arts within this area. I always assumed I would 
have to work in Manchester, however this really isn’t the case. I feel 
like I have learned more in the last year than I did in a my whole 
time  at university. Through my role as social practitioner at In-Situ 
I work alongside communities and other organisations to create 
new opportunities that have meaningful impact within my local 
area. Both challenging and stimulating, my role consistently adapts 
from marketing, networking, project collaboration and 
community engagement which has helped develop my skills and 
confidence.  As a result of my internship, I have gained a vast amount 
of knowledge in socially engaged arts practice and had the pleasure of 
working in an organisation built around the environment, people, place 
and culture.

Katie Nolan - Marketing Internship

I’m a young community Artist originally from the Pendle area.  In 2014 I met the In-Situ team and became aware of the origination and 
what they had to offer to artists in Pendle and around the UK. Research showed Pendle as being one of the most deprived areas and low 
engagement with the arts within the UK.  In-Situ has really challenged this and made a difference to people’s lives and artistic careers. 

I had many ideas as an artist but didn’t know what direction to take. In-Situ helped me and showed me different paths I could take with my 
career as an artist, sharing with me useful contacts, allowing me to deliver workshops as a artist to the community, and helping to promote 
my work as an artist.  Today I have my own establishment called COMMUNITY ARTS by ZK, where I deliver projects and workshops around 
Lancashire, and I am very grateful to the support and help In-Situ has provided me over the years and have helped me to  reach my goal. 

Zaneb Khatun



“As a Nasheed Artist, In-Situ has given me a platform to work 
with people from different backgrounds in my practice. I came 
across In-Situ whilst in Education and kept in contact. As soon 
as I finished university In-Situ helped me build my portfolio and 
have introduced me to some amazing projects that have given 
me recognition for my practice and work. This has allowed me 
to become more confident in my passion - Nasheed/cultural/ 
contemporary singing. Since meeting Paul Hartley and Kerry 
Morrison I have taken advantage of their expertise and taken 
their advise on various projects I have been involved in. As 
of recently, I was one of the lead musicians in a major project 
‘Sounds of Water, Shapes of hope’ which was carried out by 
In-Situ which has helped me enormously in networking and 
building relationships with different artists. Due to In-Situ, in 
particular Paul and Kerry, I am now a freelance artist working 
on 2 projects in the local area. I know I can count on them and 
In-Situ as an organisation if I am ever in need of help. They 
have helped me in being the artist I am today. 

Hussnain Hanif – Pendle resident and artist

Before I took part in the Faculty I was really struggling to understand what my practice was. I hadn’t made any self-directed work for over 
two years, and was frustrated and lacking confidence. As a direct result of working with Chrissie Tiller and Kerry and William from In Situ I’ve 
had a complete overhaul and now feel I’m starting to genuinely make artwork that has value. In the last three months I’ve started applying for 
commissions (something I’d never done before).

I’ve been invited to interview for three major pieces of work - I’m even being interviewed for a £10,000 commission next month. The leaps 
I’ve made are unbelievable. I still have further advances to make, but I genuinely think I would have remained static had in not been for the 
thought provoking help and guidance I received during The Faculty. I can’t thank everyone enough.

Since completing The Faculty I’ve stated making work again, have been employed as an artist at three festivals across the UK and have 
been shortlisted for projects with a value of over £17,000. I would never have had the confidence to advance my career had it not been for 
Kerry, William and Chrissie. I can’t thank them enough.

Ruth Bridges – Artist

An internship at In-Situ isn’t just about furthering yourself, but about 
encouraging and supporting the development of others.  This is what 
I most love about my job. My role at In-Situ, an arts organisation in 
Pendle, is as both Artist and IT Consultant.  I have been very fortunate 
in being kept on post-internship in a fluid and creative role, where 
solution-focused socially engaged art is at the organisation’s heart. I 
am encouraged to challenge myself, get involved with and help shape 
endless opportunities, including having been able to shape my job role. 
I am now writing funding bids to support the organisation and most 
importantly, participants in projects that I am passionate about.

Hannah Stringer – Artist Intern



3. Place
Implementing a hub and spoke approach which allows core activity 

to be delivered from a permanent arts and culture space; and 
community led activity to be delivered ‘in the field’





In-Situ is currently creating a permanent arts & culture space 
within a derelict garage at Northlight, a Grade II, former cotton mill 
complex in Brierfield, Pendle.
Northlight will provide a central hub for the delivery of our core 
arts programme; to be complemented by community based 
activity from our ‘spoke’  venues. These may be ‘field based’ or an 
existing community space, subject to the programme activity and 
intended audience.

The site is currently under development by PEARL2, a joint 
venture partnership between Pendle B.C. and Barnfield 
Construction, to create a unique mixed use destination, including 
apartments, leisure facilities, marina, hotel, cafés, shops
PEARL2 recognises the value on In-Situ’s work and has gifted 
the on site garage to create an on site cultural venue, in the 
community and not just another destination development. Within 
the broader context, In-Situ’s creative endeavours have been 
attracting regional, national, and international visitors. Our work 
is placing Brierfield and Pendle on the ‘arts map’ for cultural 
activities and opportunities. 

Working in collaboration with Architect, Natalie Sarabia Johnston 
and the Manchester School of Architecture, In-Situ has developed 
design proposals to achieve an outstanding and eco-innovative 
cultural hub that can accommodate the activities outlined above, 
and:
• Connects, geographically, to the people and place of Brierfield  
 and Pendle. 
• Provides a base for In-Situ work and day-to-day activities.
• Accommodates visitors and artists working on residences.
• Reflects In-Situ’s Code of Ethics; and where possible, be   
 ecologically and environmentally sustainable.
• Be flexible, creative and adaptable to the range of diverse   
 ‘pop-up’ activities delivered.
• Provide long term stability & security.
• Have potential to provide an income.
• Be environmentally sustainable and efficient; and provide   
 economic cost benefit over time.
• Be financially viable and provide long term cost benefit

In-Situ in Northlight
Our arts & culture space in Brierfield





4. Performance
Evaluating our activity to assess its impact 

and apply learning to future activity



Evaluating the impact of In-Situ’s embedded social practice is 
complex. The social, economic and environmental benefits can 
be slow to evolve and can take generations until they are fully 
realised.

However, In-Situ concluded that an evaluation framework should 
be developed to measure, where possible, the impact of its work 
on current participants and their communities; and the changes in 
consciousness over time.

Working with Lynn Froggett, Director of the Psychosocial 
Research Unit, University of Central Lancashire, the following 
framework has been developed. In-Situ implements this 
framework across its arts programme and shares its learning with 
colleagues within a similar, embedded, social practice. 

Process evaluation is intended to reveal:

•  What relationships and partnerships have changed or formed 
   during the course of creative inquiries? 

•  Has the embedded practice elevated the civic consciousness 
   of people involved? 

•  Has it changed understandings of what art in the public realm 
   can be? 

•  Has it changed understandings of what art in the public realm 
   can do? 

•  Has it increased interest and confidence in engaging with 
   artists and art projects in the future?  

•  What effect is embedded practice having on In In-Situ’s 
   practice?

Evaluating our work
An interdisciplinary art and social science approach



Working in collaboration, Kerry Morrison, In-Situ Environment Artist and 
Director, and Lynn Froggett, Director of the Psychosocial Research Unit, 
University of Central Lancashire, have developed a bespoke evaluation 
framework. Evaluation activity will assess In-Situ’s success at realising 
its and objectives, while operating within the key principles and ethical 
imperatives that In-Situ have identified as appropriate to their work within 
and across the communities of Pendle and Brierfield.

These aims are:

• To bring social art practice and processes into the heart our 
 diverse and changing communities.
• To bridge western contemporary art aesthetics and non western 
 aesthetics to create a social art aesthetic  that is inclusive across the 
 diverse communities of  Pendle; challenging current thinking around 
 contemporary art practice and aesthetics.
• To challenge negative attitudes about environment, people, place 
 and culture.
• To nurture and deepen understanding and practice of social engaged 
 art through pedagogy
• To expand understanding around what art is and what art can 
 contribute to society as a whole – a socially relevant art.
• To enable a more confident appreciation and understanding of art 
 across Pendle.
• To encourage conversation and collaborations between people and 
 communities from different disciplines and ethnicities.
• To help communities find solutions to issues and challenges and 
 support them in being actively engaged in their futures.

Given the nature of these objectives, which depend on long-term 
embedded activity and often on many small shifts in perception and 
shared feeling that accumulate over time, the evaluation framework 
responds to:

• The quality of relationships that In-Situ develops within the locality
• Changes in shared consciousness, imagination and aspiration over 
 time
• Processes as well as outcomes 
• The understanding of key stakeholders and change agents and their 
 roles in cultural development
• The differential impact of In-Situ’s activities on different sections of the 
 population

In developing this interdisciplinary art and social science evaluation 
framework for In-Situ, seven evaluation methods have been identified, 
four of which are group methods and five are one-to-one (the art process 
methods work effectively with groups and on one-to-one).
 
EVALUATION METHODS
During an initial scoping of potential evaluation methods, it was agreed 
that given the diversity of the organisation’s activities, multi-method 
approaches were likely to be most suitable and that these would need to 
be flexible and adaptive to respond to new projects and activities

Furthermore, strategies for data collection will include a mix of cross-
sectional and longitudinal strategies in order to assess the impact of 
one off events and of developmental or cumulative processes whose 
effects are likely to evolve over time. Depending on the specific nature 
of the project or activity, a careful selection from the following qualitative 
methods will be applied.

Other methods such as surveys, self-assessment questionnaires and 
focus groups will be used in some circumstances. This framework is 
intended for use alongside whatever normal monitoring is required, 
relating to audience numbers, segmentation, demographics, etcetera.   



Reference Group. 
Key to In-Situ’s evaluation strategy are measures to ensure that they can 
gauge community response to activities over time and involve audience 
members meaningfully in the process.  

It is therefore proposed to identify a dozen individuals who have been 
involved in, or who have otherwise experienced the progression of, 
ongoing strands of In-Situ’s work and invite them to become members 
of a reference group meeting once or twice a year to talk about In-Situ’s 
work and their perceptions of any changes in the community related to 
In-Situ’s events or activities. 

These reference group meetings will be facilitated by Lynn Froggett or 
a member of her research team who will also help to provide guidance 
about emergent research and evaluation issues and where to focus 
evaluation resources for the next phase of In-Situ’s programme. The 
meetings will be organised in such a way as to make the participants 
feel ‘special’, ensuring their long-term commitment to the participatory 
evaluation process we are developing. For example, they may be 
accompanied by a meal, possibly with catering and décor that focuses 
attention on In-Situ or strands of on-going practice. The reference group 
may at any one time, with their consent, themselves be involved in one 
of the evaluation methods, for example the visual matrix (see below). 
Members will be invited to join from different sections of the community, 
reflecting the generational, ethnic, and occupational diversity of the area. 

ONE-TO-ONE DISCURSIVE METHODS
One to one interviews will be conducted with people who have shifted 
their perceptions of what art is and what art can be, because of their 
connection to In-Situ. It may be that these individuals have never 
participated in an event, but have, in some way, been touched by In-Situ. 
People selected for interview would include those who shy away from 
group meetings and facilitated events.

1. Rapid Capture Interviews  
These short spontaneous interviews, which resemble vox pops - if filmed 
- involve researchers approaching people at venues and public places for 
a 5 minute impromptu narrative style questioning.
Indications
These allow wide coverage and are most useful at or after major one 
off events or recent interventions. Because of their narrative format 
this method triangulates well with more intensive methods so is used 
in conjunction with them to give breadth. They can be used to pilot and 
refine research questions. The technique is simple to learn and data 
easy to analyse. With appropriate permissions they provide attractive, 
accessible testimony for websites or other public fora. 
Counter-indications
Data is fairly superficial and a truly random sample is very difficult to 
achieve, so they are of limited accuracy on their own.

2. Semi-structured interviews 
Indications
These are longer, more intensive, one-to-one style interviews structured 
according to the system of relevance of the interviewer 
These are appropriate for extracting a consistent quality of information 
from key stakeholders. Because there is some standardization, the 
interviews are relatively easy to code and compare and can be kept 
within an allocated time frame. They require a moderate level of 
experience from the interviewer and advance planning. The interview 
schedule can be designed in advance and this makes them easier to 
conduct with the help of a translator, if required.  



Counter-indications
Even with a limited (half hour) format, semi-structured interview are 
quite time consuming to analyse, this limits the numbers that can be 
conducted and makes careful sample selection vital. Because the 
researcher decides what is relevant (planning the questions) results are 
less likely to surprise than in more emergent interpretive methods. They 
depend on verbal fluency on the part of respondents.

3. Narrative/biographic interviews
Indications
These have a more open frame and a particular questioning style aimed 
at eliciting stories rather than analysis or opinion. They are best for case 
studies of arts experience, showing the impact of arts involvement on 
someone’s personal life trajectory. The walking tour variety, combined 
with mapping, is well adapted to researching how arts involvement builds 
a sense of identity and place. They are often the method of choice when 
interviewing artists, curators and producers in depth about their work.  
Counter-indications
They are very intensive and take a great deal of time to analyse, usually 
in a panel. Cross-case comparisons are also time consuming and require 
advanced analytic skills. 

4. Sensory Stimulus Interviews.  
A variety if sensory stimuli can be used both as framing devices and to 
create a common third around which the conversation revolves. This can 
involve walking, making, looking, watching, listening or touching. Each 
stimulus is carefully chosen in the light of the activity being evaluated.
Indications:  In creating a common third, the conversation changes and 
is typically directed to the third creating a side-by-side, rather than face-
to-face dynamic. It is particularly useful where people may be inhibited by 
the prospect of being interviewed, where words are not the most natural 
or available means of self-expression, or where there is likely to be a risk 
of over-intellectualising. Some stimuli offer a natural congruence with the 

object of consideration e.g. walking interviews are particularly suitable 
where there are place based or environmental concerns. Clearly the 
stimulus could be an art object or the recorded images or sounds of an 
artistic process. The aim is that any resulting talk should be experience 
near 
Counter- indications: Since the aim is to stimulate an associative 
rather than discursive style of talk it is ill suited to gathering judgment or 
opinion. Analysis demands skill and can be time-consuming

5. Dialogic art and ‘Conversational Drift’ 
Dialogic art is an extended art process of listening and documentation, 
which opens relationships between aesthetic experiences and the 
broader socio/environmental context. 
Conversational drift (a form of dialogic art) is a term coined by artists 
Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison. A Situation is created 
that focuses on a given Situation/inquiry that has potency to prompt 
self-generating dialogue about issues connected to the inquiry. The 
‘conversational drift’ is the space where unanticipated exchanges are 
generated through open-ended dialogue. 
Dialogic art is not linear and allows conversations to flow (drift) in 
response to specific inquiries. It can reveal contrasting and perhaps 
contradictory understandings of the same experience and context. It 
has the potential to reveal new ways of understanding, thus evaluating, 
embedded art practice.  
Dialogic art is not restricted to one-to-one. 
Indications: when what is of interest is a naturally occurring 
conversation. This method is particularly suited to peer-to-peer 
Situations. 
Counter-indications: as with narrative/biographic interviews, Dialogic 
art is very intensive and takes a great deal of time to analyse. 



GROUP METHODS
The Visual Matrix 
This is an in-depth, group based, image led, arts-sensitive method for 
accessing shared experience in a public setting. It works with emergent 
emotional, aesthetic and cognitive response and does not rely on verbal 
fluency or acquired knowledge. 

The visual matrix uses a carefully crafted facilitation technique to set in 
motion a process of association to a stimulus. Importantly, it does not 
ask participants for opinion or analysis, because the aim is to understand 
imaginative response to an artistic experience, expressed through 
imagery, affect and other sensory registers.  The matrix can therefore be 
used with a one off event or exhibition, or it can involve sensory/visual 
prompts, which direct the attention of the group to an unfolding process. 
For example this could be photographic or edited video material that 
documents a series of artistic interventions in the life of a community, 
where the aim of the method is to gauge changes in local consciousness 
produced by In-Situ’s work at successive points in time. A visual matrix 
produces an accumulation or collage of shared imagery over the course 
of an hour as participants associate to one another’s associations. In a 
post-matrix discussion the participants then map the imagery produced 
thus establishing the frame for the analysis that will follow. Both the 
matrix and discussion are recorded, transcribed and analysed by a small 
panel, which may include one or two of the original participants 

Indications
The visual matrix offers a complement to one-to-one methods in that 
it works with shared experience articulated in a group setting, thus 
reflecting the conversational or dialogic ways in which socially engaged 
public art is usually accessed. It is considerably more sensitive to 
intrinsic artistic quality and depth of engagement than the other methods 
outlined, because it works with the emotional and imaginative capacities 
of participants, that the art itself aims to stimulate. Unlike other group 
based methods such as focus groups it does not tend to be dominated 
by powerful or articulate voices. It is highly group-sensitive and thus 

offers a way of understanding how different segments of the population 
respond to an event or process. For an ‘intensive’ method it is relatively 
economical in terms of researcher time since a larger sample size can be 
obtained than with intensive interviewing. 
Counter-indications
Because the visual matrix uses group based processes it is unsuitable 
for understanding individual responses. Panel analysis is necessary to 
produce robust findings, and this can be resource intensive (though less 
so than intensive interviewing for a similar number of respondents). It 
uses a very particular set of techniques and principles so it is unsuitable 
for untrained or inexperienced researchers. However the techniques can 
be easily learnt by artists, and there are examples of them being used in 
practice development. 
 
Data Generated During Art Processes 
Artists with socially engaged art (SEA), participatory, and an embedded 
place based practice will likely be collecting data throughout the 
processes (methods) of practice. Methods of investigation, or ways of 
seeing and knowing the world about them might include: conversations, 
performative actions, photographs, films, sketches, site interventions, 
mapping, and observations, and written methods of recording, for 
example, diaries and blogging. The artist might not be framing the 
information gathered as ‘data collection’ but insofar as it can be regarded 
as experience near and naturally occurring within the artistic process 
and development of the artwork (in whatever form that may take). It may 
be considered as process based investigative artwork and witnessed 
actions. 
Arts organizations such as In-Situ - and artists - working out and about 
in the landscape of our everyday lives, immersed within the cultures, 
environments, or social milieu of place, will likely be collecting data 
that could shed light on audience, public, and participants experiences 
and changes in consciousness over time throughout the course of 
their practice. For example, methods of SEA, participatory practice 
and process led embedded practice attract un-coerced (naturally 



occurring) conversations that are expressive rather than instrumental. 
Conversations captured or recorded in diaries, sketchbook notes, or 
blogs could be extrapolated - as data - and analysed to evaluate whether 
key aims and objectives are being met (as outlined above). 

Within SEA and participatory practice, methods of engagement extend 
beyond just the verbal. Processes may include written exchanges; for 
example, In-Situ’s project Ringing In Good News, whereby people wrote 
and posted their good news in a ballot box located in a local library. For 
each piece of good news, the bell in one of the town’s clock towers was 
rung, daily. Ringing In Good News chimed within the town of Brierfield 
for six weeks. This specific project sheds light on what produces 
feelings of well-being and could provide an interesting study if repeated, 
perhaps on an annual basis. Over time, the good news, captured in 
ballots, combined with other forms of evaluation, such as the visual 
matrix using an auditory prompt: the ringing bell, may reveal changes in 
consciousness resulting – in part – from embedded arts practice. 
Visual ‘data collection’, for example, photographs and sketches, can 
capture and map physical changes over time, which could reveal art 
processes as agents for change within the environment. 
Art actions, performativity, and site interventions, designed to produce 
a transformative moment that can alter how we view our surroundings, 
could be used as an evaluation ‘tool’: voices are listened into existence, 
and interactions occur that can be recorded and analysed. 

Indications
Process based investigative artwork, participatory projects, and 
witnessed actions can be designed to capture data without compromising 
the artistic intent or creating an additional – evaluation - task for the 
artist.  It is likely they already exist as part of the artwork process. The 
key is to identify, before and during processes, elements of practice 
generating data that responds to:
 
•  The quality of relationships that In-Situ develops within the locality
•  Changes in shared consciousness, imagination and aspiration over 

time 
•  Processes as well as outcomes 
•  The differential impact of In-Situ’s activities on different sections of the 
population.
Counter-indications
How the social scientist and the artist evaluate data differs. The artist’s 
skill set does not lie in analysing data to demonstrate (quantify and 
qualify) changes in audience, public, and participant’s consciousness 
over time. Artists’ and In-Situ’s skill set is closer to action research and 
lies in analysing processes of investigation in order to develop the next 
appropriate art action or event. Within this process of evaluation, tacit 
knowledge will likely also play a role. Evaluation – which the artist may 
describe as reflection - will likely focus on collaborative procedures 
and the on going creation of engaging art that is socially relevant, and 
in some cases useful; as well as: aesthetics, originality, and quality. 
It involves attention, absorption differentiation and reflection within a 
relational or collaborative scenario aimed at transformative effects before 
the next creative cycle begins. Many of these elements are subtle and 
hard to grasp, particularly when the artist is immersed in the process. 
However they can be apprehended, through a mixture of self-reflection 
observation and dialogue (See Fig. 1: Creative Cycle).
 

The artist will be experiencing Situations in order to create an artwork 
which makes a difference within the context of the locale, whereas the 
social scientist collects data to analyse and interpret in order to shed 
light on a specific question. Therefore, in order to analyse data collected 
during arts projects, actions, interventions and events, it is recommended 
that an external, evaluation expert be appointed to extrapolate and 
analyse the data. Indications are that this could be time consuming, as 
the data may not have been collected with
A view to evaluating embedded practice and changes in consciousness 
over time. 
ETHICS



In developing an evaluation framework, it is critical that ethical approval 
is also included. This is demanded, as a matter of course, by academic 
partners who would be expected to submit any evaluation process for 
approval to the designated university ethics committee. 
Ethical approval is a complex matter and any area of activity throws 
up specific challenges. A locally embedded socially engaged arts 
organisation should in particular consider the following: 
Informed Consent
The principle informed consent to participation in arts evaluation is 
complicated by the fact the artwork itself may depend on an element of 
surprise or provocation that would be compromised if participants knew 
fully in advance what they were agreeing to. Furthermore the issuing 
of formal advance information sheets and consent forms required by 
ethics committees implies a level of transparency and risk management 
that can be at odds with the artistic experience. Where the evaluation 
takes place after the event this poses no particular problem (for the 
evaluators), not so where the evaluation process is integrally bound up 
with the artistic process. Verbal consent is sometimes an acceptable 
and less heavy-handed alternative, but this calls for careful judgement 
and cooperation between artist and researcher. It is unlikely to meet the 
standards required by an ethics committee in every case.  
It should be noted that parental or guardian’s consent should be obtained 
for all minors under the age of 16, or for other vulnerable participants 
whose ability to give informed consent on their own behalf is in doubt. 
Confidentiality
Researchers must strive to ensure confidentiality where required/desired. 
However, even in one-to-one interviews confidentiality can be difficult 
to maintain, for example, in the case of stakeholders where individual 
statements are likely to be identifiable by virtue of their unique position 
(local authority arts officers would be a case in point). In the case of 
socially engaged arts much of the activity is in the public domain, and 
this is understood by participants who may indeed wish to be identified. 
However artists and researchers alike owe a duty of care to vulnerable 
or younger participants and must not only gain their explicit consent to 

identification but consider whether identification in a public document on-
line material might be prejudicial to their welfare. 
Right of Withdrawal
It should be made clear to all participants in arts research and evaluation 
that they may withdraw at any point in the process without giving a 
reason and that their withdrawal will in no way affect their right to 
continue to participate in the art activity or their future participation. 
De-brief and continuing support. 
There is a degree of unpredictability associated with arts participation 
and it is impossible to know in every case how people will respond. 
Socially engaged arts often deal with highly sensitive material.  Some art 
can shock and offend, despite or because of the intentions of the artist. It 
is vital therefore that appropriate de-brief, support or referral procedures 
are in place and that participants have a clearly defined point of contact. 
All university based research and evaluation projects provide this as a 
matter of course, along with a nominated independent officer who may 
receive complaints if the participant is unhappy with any part of the 
process they have been involved in. Where artists are conducting their 
own evaluations it is equally important that such information be made 
clearly available.  

Where sensitive personal data is collected in the course of an art project 
or arts evaluation the Principles of the Data Protection Act apply. All data 
should be kept on a password-protected computer and in the case of 
hard copy in licked filing cabinets.  It should be destroyed after an agreed 
period and participants should be informed in advance of this fact.   



ADDITIONAL POINTS OF CONSIDERATION:
1. Cost 
Evaluation is costly. Therefore, the cost of any evaluation method must 
be considered at point of fundraising and/or project budgeting. If the 
adequate cost is not budgeted, it is unlikely that the evaluation methods 
– as outlined - can progress as required. 

Adequate evaluation costs need to be determined and calculated within 
project budgets and the organisation’s annual administration costs to 
ensure that two or more of the evaluation methods identified can be 
delivered. 
Evaluation consultants, like artists, will have differing day rates 
depending upon experience and affiliations to institutions. Consultant/
researches fees can range from £160 - £500 per day depending on 
experience; some may need to charge VAT (an additional 20%). If 
appointing a consultant or research team to evaluate a whole method 
or part thereof, this needs to be taken into consideration within project 
planning and in the evaluation brief (See Table 1-Evaluation Framework). 

2. Professional Development Training
Some of the methods outlined, for example the Rapid Capture Interviews 
and the Visual Matrix, use a very particular set of techniques and 
principles making them unsuitable for untrained or inexperienced 
researchers. However, artists and creative social practitioners can easily 
learn these techniques. Therefore, professional development and training 
to learn these techniques is advised for the organization’s members most 
concerned with evaluation, enabling them to both reduce costs and act 
independently during facilitation and collection of information. However, 
there should be some consultation with the consultant/researcher 
beforehand to determine what kind of analysis will be required and to 
what end, and to ensure that the data is fit for purpose. Data analysis is 
complex and time consuming; therefore, to ensure that the organization 
team can continue to develop and nurture their embedded practice, it is 
advisable that the data analysis be carried out by an expert; or where it 
requires more than one person, it may be beneficial for developmental 

purposes to include a member of the In-Situ team. 
3. Internships 
To support a small organisation’s evaluation strategy, paid internships will 
be created. How the intern will work as part of the team, and in support of 
the evaluation framework, will require careful consideration and need to 
be written into a job description, to include:

• An understanding of evaluation methods and processes within the  
 sector
• Experience in data collection
• Development of transferable analytic and critical thinking skills
• Experience in report writing 
• Development of a research-minded practice 
Wider justification for a paid intern includes building evaluation capacity 
within the arts sector. 
4. In-Situ team members and commissioned artists’ perceptions. 
Within collaborative procedures, artists, who may initially be taking the 
lead (initiating a project arising from place/social based inquiry and 
research) will, as a project develops, become participants: their voice 
being one of the voices within the collaboration. As participants, their 
perceptions of the project and changes in consciousness over time are 
as relevant as any other participants’. Accordingly, their voices should be 
included within one or more of the evaluation methods outlined. 
The organisation team members (including interns) will likely 
be experiencing changes in audience, public, and participants 
consciousness over time, as well as changes enacted in the physical 
environment, the formation or development of a ‘social imaginary’, 
and shifts in relationships: both professional and more broadly socially 
engaging relationships. Capturing these perspectives could be very 
valuable in an organisational overview and there is a strong case for 
looking at In-Situ as an organisation with a distinctive organisational 
culture and how it engages with its environment and with people. To 
achieve this, a series of biographical/narrative type interviews are 
recommended looking in–depth at artistic biographies and how they have 



brought In-Situ to the kind of practice and artistic commitments they are 
now engaged in and are planning for the future. 
Also, it is recommended that the individuals active in the creative 
development and delivery of projects take time to write about their 
practice from a critical perspective. As researchers of socially engaged 
art, participatory art, and embedded place based practice it could be 
argued that writing-up the research will shed light on new, emerging 
knowledge. However, as a small non-regularly funded arts organisation, 
priority is given to on-going project development and delivery, as this is 
where In-Situ can draw in funds. Critically writing about practice takes 
time that is currently unfunded, and therefore difficult to find within the 
structure of a small organisation.  



1 The concept  ‘common third’ is used within the field of social pedagogy where it may indeed be often an art object or process. The insertion of 
a third into a dialogic process transforms the dynamic of a conversation offering a point of attention and engagement of equivalent interest to all 
parties. It maps on to notions of a cultural third space – such as TAZ where the aim is to suspend conventional power dynamics, discourse and 
related practices; also to the aesthetic third (see Froggett et al 2011, Froggett and Trustram 2015) where the search is for a shareable common 
form or sensibility that does not annul difference. 
* Data generated during art processes – including Dialogic Art – unfold and reveal over time as part of the artistic (paid) work. The collection of 
data is not the intention; therefore, data collection is not planned, but occurs as a bi-product of art methods and actions. Accordingly, it is not 
possible to allocate, in advance, the number of days required for art methods generating data. Moreover, the data generated could be extensive 
and include different recording methods: visual, audio, written, etc.  As such, analysis will be complex and time consuming. Determining the 
number of days required for analysis necessitates discussion with an expert in the specific fields of analysis: visual, audio, written etc. after the 
event of collection. It would usually involve both the artist and ‘outsider’ view. 



Evaluation Method Collection Days Analysis Days
Reference Group (RG)
On-going bi-annual group event 
for overview of emergent find-
ings from other In-Situ evalua-
tion activities. The RG will help 
to steer research and generate 
new questions

Facilitated by In-Situ 
Facilitated by social science 
research team (either or both)

2 1 social scientist 2

Rapid Capture Interviews - after 
or during an event
Minimum of 10 interviews

Planned and facilitated by social 
science research team, or 
In-Situ (after training)

2 1 social scientist, or trained 
individual

3

Semi-Structured Interviews
Planned in advance with In-Situ 
and researcher/consultant
Minimum of 2 interviews

Carried out by researcher/con-
sultant or trained individual

3 1 social scientist 3

Narrative/Biographic Interviews
Planned by experienced re-
searcher/consultant
Minimum of 2 interviews

Delivered by experienced re-
searcher/consultant

3 Social scientist team (3/4) 2 X 3/4

Sensory Stimulus Interviews
Planned by experienced re-
searcher/consultant
Minimum of 2 interviews

Delivered by experienced re-
searcher/consultant

3 Social scientist team (3 or 4) 2 X 3/4

Dialogic Art*
Responsive conversations – not 
planned

Artists and collaborators, plus 
written accounts of the conver-
sations – as remembered.

- Social scientist team (3 or 4) -

Visual Matrix
Group event for collecting 
responses to a specific In-Situ 
project or embedded process 
(up to 30 participants)

Planned and facilitated by social 
science research team
Or 
In-Situ (after training)

2 Panel: 1 or 2 social scientist plus 
other participant 

4

Art processes* In-Situ and/or invited artists - Social science individual or team -

TABLE 1 | Evaluation framework: methods, collection and analysis 



5. Sustainability
Achieving reduced reliance on grant funding and a 

robust financial model including new income streams
The following are provided and should be considered in 
conjunction with In-Situ’s business plan and cash flow. 

• An overview of In-Situ’s financial plan which demonstrates 
 growth in non ACE grant income sources to 60%

• Projcted budget

• Outline of income generation targets

Over the past three years In-Situ has demonstrated its ability to 
grow its turnover by 100%. The last audited accounts show In-Situ 
received £57,000 of ACE project funding which represented 37% 
of all income with £95,000 or 63% secured or earned from other 
sources. 

In-Situ’s Board and staff have demonstrated they have the skills 
and competence to raise funds and earn income to sustain 
place based arts practice, in an area with no previous pattern of 
arts programming or investment, gaining a reputation for both 
artistic excellence and social impact. This year In-Situ will apply 
to become a National Portfolio Organisation of ACE following 
extensive discussion. 

As this will require bid writing capacity, grant income from other 
sources will be sustained, not grown, over the next 18 months. 

Once NPO status, anticipated at circa £139,000, has been 
achieved and related changes in structure and capacity are 
bedded in levered income from both other grants and earned 
income will be built to achieve a similar overall balance of circa 
60% income from other sources by year 5, resulting in an annual 
turnover of circa £365,000.



Financial plan
Overview of In-Situ financial plan and sustainability assessment

YEAR
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INCOME

ACE GRANT OTHER GRANT

139 139 139

137
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In Situ
Projected Budget 2018-22

Income
Details 2018/19 

Budget
2019/20 
Budget

2020/21 
Budget

2021/22 
Budget

Core Funding
ACE NPO Funding  £ 139,000.00  £ 139,000.00  £ 139,000.00  £ 139,000.00 

Project Income
Existing Project Management and Core Activity
Great Places - Capital Gas Tower Project Project   £ 20,000.00 
Great Places - Community Conversation Programme costs  £ 8,000.00  £ 8,000.00 
The Garage - B&B occupancy  £ 6,700.00  £ 7,070.00  £ 7,777.00  £ 8,554.00 
The Garage - Cinema  £ 2,160.00  £ 2,520.00  £ 2,880.00  £ 3,240.00 

Environment
HLF Pendle Hill Partnership - The Gatherings - Residences (SECURED 2018 - 22)  £ 16,500.00  £ 16,500.00  £ 16,500.00  £ 16,500.00 
HLF Pendle Hill Partnership - The Gatherings Interpretation (SECURED 2018 - 22)  £ 8,000.00  £ 8,000.00  £ 8,000.00  £ 8,000.00 
HLF (Pendle BC) - Townscape Heritage Programme  £ 15,000.00  £ 44,300.00  £ 8,300.00  £ 8,300.00 
Welcome Trust  £ 30,000.00  £ 30,000.00 
Esme Fairbairn Social - Environment  £ 20,000.00  £ 40,000.00  £ 45,000.00 

Intercultural In-Fusion
HLF (Pendle BC) - Townscape Heritage: Railway Bridge  £ 12,000.00 
Super Slow Way - CPP Collaborative project programme (2018/20)  £ 18,000.00  £ 18,000.00 
Research & Critical Writing - UCLan & Heart of Glass (AHRC)  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00 
Building Bridges - Reaching communities  £ 1,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00 

Arts Ecology and Pedagogy
The Faculty  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00 
Yes And…. Programme (Young People 16 - 24 years) External Funding (Ragdoll Foundation) £ 10,000.00  £ 10,000.00 
Emerging artist opportunity  £ 7,000.00  £ 14,000.00 

Arte Utile and Occupational Realism
External Funding (e.g. Year 1 - Paul Hamlyn Foundation - Refugee Project)  £ 15,000.00  £ 20,000.00  £ 10,000.00  £ 10,000.00 
Market Testing project - Artist or Product Developer in-residence  £ 2,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 7,500.00  £ 10,000.00 
Philanthropic giving & Sponsership  £ 2,500.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 10,000.00 
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Event Sales  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Product Sales  £ 2,500.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 7,500.00  £ 10,000.00 

Income Total  £ 301,360.00  £ 333,390.00  £ 338,457.00  £ 361,594.00 

Expenditure
Details 2018/19 

Budget
2019/20 
Budget

2020/21 
Budget

2021/22 
Budget

Project Expenditure
Existing Project Management and Core Activity
Great Places - Capital Gas Tower Project Project   £ 18,000.00 
Great Places - Community Conversation Programme costs  £ 4,500.00  £ 4,000.00 
The Garage - Cinema  £ 1,800.00  £ 1,800.00  £ 1,800.00  £ 1,800.00 
The Garage - Annual pogramme of talks and exhibitions  £ 1,200.00  £ 1,200.00  £ 1,200.00  £ 1,200.00 

Environment
HLF Pendle Hill Partnership - The Gatherings

In-Residence 1  £ 22,000.00  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00 
In-Residence 2  £ 15,000.00 
In-Residence 3 (Esme Fairburn Trust)  £ 20,000.00  £ 25,000.00 
Materials  £ 2,750.00  £ 2,750.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Room hire & hospitality  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00 
Training  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Travel  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Marketing  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00 
Project Evaluation  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00 

HLF (Pendle BC) - Townscape Heritage Programme (Sept - March 19)
Artist in Resdience - Len Grant (Year 1 & 2)  £ 12,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Shop front design programme Year 2  £ 12,000.00 
Cultural Events programme year 2 - 4  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Materials  £ 500.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Travel  £ 500.00  £ 1,000.00 
Project Evaluation  £ 2,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00 

Intercultural In-Fusion
Townscape Heritage Public Art Project - Railway bridge 
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Artist Pakistani (tradition of Miniture Paintings)  £ 8,000.00  £ 8,000.00 
Materials  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00 

Super Slow Way - CPP Collaborative project programme (year 1 & 2)
In-Residence 3 - International  £ 15,000.00  £ 15,000.00  £ 15,000.00  £ 15,000.00 
Materials  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00 
Travel & Accomodation  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00 

Arts Ecology and Pedagogy
The Faculty  £ 10,000.00  £ 10,000.00  £ 10,000.00  £ 10,000.00 
Yes And…. Programme (16 - 24 years) 

Artists Fees  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Youth Engagement Practitioner  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Materials  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00 

Arte Utile
External Funding - (e.g. Paul Hamlyn Foundation - Refugee Project year 1)  £ 13,500.00  £ 18,000.00  £ 20,000.00  £ 20,000.00 

Occupational Realism
Market Testing project - Artist or Product Developer in-residence  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 8,000.00  £ 10,000.00 

 £ 142,750.00  £ 157,750.00  £ 131,500.00  £ 138,500.00 

Overheads
Legal and professional fees  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Bank charges  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Board costs (Training, development, travel & refreshments)  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Business Rates  £ 1,500.00  £ 1,500.00  £ 1,500.00  £ 1,500.00 
Ground Rent  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Water  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00 
Insurance  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00 
Gas/Electric  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00 
Waste and LA services  £ 1,500.00  £ 1,500.00  £ 1,500.00  £ 1,500.00 
Telephone/Broadband  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00 
Cleaning  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00  £ 4,000.00 
Maintainance  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00 
The Garage - Laundry  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00  £ 1,000.00 
The Garage - Admin-postage/print/stationery  £ 300.00  £ 300.00  £ 300.00  £ 300.00 
Core materials e.g. intern budget etc, office supplies  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00  £ 2,000.00 
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The Garage - B&B Website  £ 500.00  £ 100.00  £ 100.00  £ 100.00 
Website & Marketing  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00  £ 5,000.00 
Arts Library Dear Reader - Annual Book stock  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
Subscriptions/Membership  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 
IT fees  £ 600.00  £ 600.00  £ 600.00  £ 600.00 
Staff travel and susbsistence  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00 
Research, Training & Development  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00  £ 3,000.00 
Volunteer expenses  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00  £ 500.00 

 £ 39,900.00  £ 39,500.00  £ 39,500.00  £ 39,500.00 
Staffing
F/T Orgainsation and Engagement Director  £ 35,609.33  £ 35,609.33  £ 36,499.56  £ 36,499.56 
P/T 0.4 Artistic Director, Curating & Project Management  £ 13,567.75  £ 13,567.75 
F/T  Artistic Director, Curating (New member to support the amibtion)  £ 36,499.56  £ 36,499.56 
P/T 0.6 Marketing & PR, General Admin, IT Website, office & hospitality, montoring & data collection £ 12,649.35  £ 12,649.35  £ 12,965.58  £ 12,965.58 
P/T 0.6 Project management support, Finance, office & hospitatlity  £ 12,649.35  £ 12,649.35  £ 12,965.58  £ 12,965.58 
P/T 0.4 Business development & market testing -  Arte Utile  £ 12,649.35  £ 12,649.35  £ 12,965.58  £ 12,965.58 
F/T Artist Internship  £ 8,264.00  £ 8,264.00  £ 8,470.60  £ 8,470.60 
F/T Artist Internship  £ 8,470.60 
Freelance Embedded artist (Golden Thread 48 days @ £250 per day)  £ 12,000.00  £ 12,000.00  £ 12,000.00  £ 12,000.00 
NPO Organisation Evaluation  £ 10,000.00  £ 10,000.00  £ 17,500.00  £ 17,500.00 

 £ 117,389.13  £ 117,389.13  £ 149,866.46  £ 158,337.06 
Expenditure Total  £ 300,039.13  £ 314,639.13  £ 320,866.46  £ 336,337.06 

Suplus/deficit  £ 1,320.87  £ 18,750.87  £ 17,590.54  £ 25,256.94 

Building reserves for 3 months core salaries by year 4 
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Item Specific Action Lead & Support Potential income 
and research 

sources

Income Target

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22
Earned income Appoint Business 

Development Manager 

Apply occupation 
realism filter to 
business idea

Business and 
Engagement Director

Advisory board 
member acting as 
board lead – Andrew 
Sharpe

Once appointed 
Business 
development 
manager

Garage B&B

Yearly 
Occupational 
Realism project 
and projected 
Products sales

Events – 
inc cinema 
programme

Faculty 

18,860

20000

22,590

20000

30,657

20000

36,794

20000

Total Earned Income 38,860 42,590 50,657 56,794

Grants and 
Foundations

Identify trusts and 
foundations supporting 
the core delivery 
themes, Environment, 
Inter Cultural and Art 
Util

Identify Research 
grants 

Artistic Director

Advisory board 
member acting as 
board lead – Andrew 
Sharpe

PT Project support 

Artists

Lynn Frogett – 
UCLAN 

Business & 
Engagement Director

Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation

Ragdoll Foundation
Welcome Trust 

Esme Fairburn 
Social – 
Environment

15,000

10,000

20,000

10,000

20,000

10,000

30,000

40,000

20,000

10,000

30,000

45,000

20,000

Total Grant & Foundations 25,000 50,000 100,000 105,000

Programme income generation targets



Theme Specific Action Lead & Support Potential income 
and research 

sources

Income Target

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22
Partnerships Project partners who 

have written in In-
Situ into their project 
income

Monitor progress and 
decision making – 
develop alternative 
approaches if not 
successful

Artistic Director

PT project support 

Artist

Business & 
Engagement Director

Forest of Bowland 
(AONB) Pendle Hill 
Partnership

Pendle BC – 
Townscape 
Heritage

Super Slow Way
SSW – Great 
Places

Building Bridges

24,500

27,000

18,000

28000

1,000

24,500

44,300

18,000

8000

4,000

24,500

8,300

4,000

24,500

8,300

4,000
Total Partnership Investment 98,500 98,800 36,800 36,800

Philanthropic & 
Sponsorship

Develop giving tools – 
e.g. friends of scheme

Development of 
sponsorship packs

Kick starter and crowd 
funding

Business 
Development 
Manager

Local businesses

Community 
members

2,500 3,000 5,000 10,000

Total Earned Income 2,500 3,000 5,000 10,000



In-Situ
Making art part of everyday life


